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SYNOPSIS

The forests of Victoria were once the sceneof a

thriving industry of sawmilling and timber cutting.

The relatively undisturbedremains of the industry

provides the basis for an historical and

archaeologicalinvestigationof sawmill sites which

includes a general survey of sites and detailed

recording of three representativesites.

The study concentrateson aspectsof location and

technology and establishespatternsofvariability and

change in the industry through time and space.

In recognising the primary nature of the study the

problems of preservationand visibility are asseased

and a recording strategyis established.
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PREFACE

I would like to thank these people for their

assistance and advice: Norm Houghton who might

be regardedas the authority on the sUbject;

Mari van Baer, the Forestry Commission librarian

and my ｳｵｰ･ｾｶｩｳｯｲＬ David Frankel.

Severalabreviationsare used throughout this thesis

and are listed here to aid comprehension.

LRRSA ｌｩｧｾｴ Railway Researchsociety

ASTC Australian SeasonedTimber Company

VHC Victorian Hardwood Company

VP;,/P Ltd Victorian Powell 'dood ProcessLimited

wTTC ｾ｡ｲ｢ｵｲｴ｣ｮ Timber Tramway Company

FCU ForestsCommissionVictoria

DASR Department of Agriculture Sawmill Return.

( pUblished with their annual reports)

LDL . Lands DepartmentSawmill Licencing lists.

( published in Victorian GovernmentGazette

from 1875

VGG Victorian GovernmentGazette

VPP Victorian ParliamentaryPapers ( printed ).
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This is a study of the historical archaeologyof forest based

sawmilling in Victoria between 1855 and 1940. It is based on

a survey and investigation of some of the surviving

archaeologicalsites and relics and on a study of relevant

historical documents. The use of archaeologyin the study

has revealed information on the technological developmentof

the industry which is not available from historical sources.

Therefore ｡ ｲ ｣ ｨ ｡ ｾ ｯ ｬ ｯ ｧ ｹ lies at the heart of the study both as

a source of data and as a means of explanation. Archaeological

and historical data are integrated in an analysis of the

nature of technological change and variability in the industry

at three ｬ ･ ｾ ･ ｬ ｳ Ｚ the overall distribution of the sites in

the study areas; the location of sites in relation to the

immediate geographicand topographic features;

features of individual sites.

and the internal

To meet the aim of assessingthe variability and change of

technology in the industry the areas surveyed were chosen as

representativeof different periods of exploitation and

different environments. Methods and criteria for recording

the archaeologicalremains were developed in the course of

the study. For the interpretation of the archaeologyan

understandingof the process involved in the operation of the

industry was gained from background reading. Many other

aspectsof the ipdustry; social, economic and otherwise, are

beyond the scope of this study and have not been dealt with in
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great detail, although their potential for further study has

been recognised.

1.2 BACKGROUND TO THE TOPIC

The forests of Australia provide a unique context for the

preservationof abandonedindustrial and historical relics.

It is generally, but not universally, ,true that sites in

surviving forest areas have a far greater chance of preservation

than their counterpartsin urban or settled rural areas. The

simple reason for this is the very low level of human activity

in the forests. Despite the threats of clear felling, mining,

and most recently, four-wheel-drive recreation, many forest

sites have remained relatively undisturbed and even forgotten

since their final abandonment. In the case of sawmills, their

complete evacuation from the forest proper to townships on the

edge of the forest following the 1939 bushfires has aided in

their preservation. 1939, or the 1940s generally, also provides

a cut off point for the study of the industry, after which

social, economic and technological changes produced such a

divergence that the earlier sites are isolated as relics of an

obsolete and forgotten way of working.

The special nature of the sawmilling industry prior to 1940

gives it, in my opinion, particular cultural and historical

significance. There was during this long period a particular

system of timber getting and milling which involved the

establishmentof isolated and temporary settlementsdeep in

the bush, often miles from permanent settlementor all weather

roads. Special techniqueswere developed or adapted both in

the construction and operation of the mills and in methods of
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the 1940s on the remaining sites representobsoletesocial and

transporting logs, sawn timber, people and supplies (ie. the

i
I
I

1

1
timber tramways). Becauseof the changesin the industry from

technological processesand for this reason I feel that in

several respectsthey meet the criteria for the assessmentof

cultural and historical significance as set out in such document

as the Burra Charter, the Australian Heritage Commission Plan,

etc. (Pearsonand Temple 1982; Ministry of Conservation1981).

Thus purely for heritage reasonsI feel it is important that

an archaeologicalstudy be made of the industry. When the

general neglect or ignorance of the industry in the historical

and archaeologicalliterature is taken into account it becomes

clear that it is crucial that this study take place and the

sites at least be recorded before-any more of the remains and

therefore data, are lost, as is the inevitable result of

neglect (Connah 1983:15). One indication of this neglect can

be seen from the fact that among the various factories,

warehouses,mines and other industrial sites in the Historic

Sites Survey of the North-Central District conducted by Jacob

Lewis Vines in 1979, on the National Trust's register of items

and sites of industrial history/archaeologicalimportance and

on the Historic BUildings Register, there is not a single

item connectedwith the timber industry (Lewis 1981:42-51;

Vines 1981; Lennon 1981).

1.3 PREVIOUS WORK AND THE THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE STUDY.

The study of the archaeologyof industry in Australia is still

in a developmentalstage. Although some industries have
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received considerableattention from economic and industrial

historians as well as archaeologists,the body of information

is patchy. For example, there has been considerablework done

on both flour mills and potteries (see, for example the first

and second chaptersin Birmingham, Jack and Jeans, Industrial

archaeologyin Australia(1983»butvery little on a vast range

of other industries from boot making to zinc smelting.

There has been virtually no archaeologicalstudy of sawmilling

in Australia and very little historical study. An exception

in both cases is the work of members of the Light Railway

ResearchSociety (LRRSA) who have identified and describedmany

of the relics of the industry and researchedhistorical records

relating to them. Their interest has generally been in the

tramways which fed the mills. For example, Houghton's Timber

and Gold (1980) examines the timber industry of the Wombat

Forest from the historical documents dealing with the licencing

of mills and operators; sawmill statisticsshowing mill

production and employment; newspaperreports of historical

events concernedwith the industry; and oral accounts of ex

mill-workers. This publication is typical of the Light

Railways ResearchSociety of Australia (LRRSA) works. While

archaeologyis rarely involved, they are a valuable source of

assembledhistorical material.

Stamford et al (1984) deals the Victorian Hardwood Company

(VHC) Poweltown Mill in some detail but the scale and town

location of this mill separatesit from the subject of the

thesis. The mostly large scale town and city sawmills which

were operating similtaneously with the bush mills were another

story.
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Their workforce and markets were more stable and the greater

capital investment both compelled the mill owners to operate

the mills on the same sites for much longer periods, and

ensured that they could. Their source of timber was not

confined to the surrounding forest as it was for the bush

mills which ceasedoperation when the timber was cut out.

Instead they could purchaseor cut for themselvesor on contract

whatever timber was most suitable for their needs. This

included imported timber which supplied a large proportion

of Victoria's needs in the nineteenthcentury (Linge 1979:344).

The brief historical outline of sawmilling in Birmingham et al,

(1979:180-7) is hardly archaeology,although it satisfies the

suggesteddirection on the book's subtitle as being 'towards

an industrial archaeologyin Australia'. The only true

archaeologicalstudy of sawmiling available is a report concerned

with the survey and excavationsof remains at the timber

settlementat Mornington Mills in Western Australia (Hamilton

1980). This describesthe site and finds, and outlines the

historical and oral information on the site, but becausethe

mill site itself was destroyed by bulldozing, the report is

of necessitybiased towards social and settlementhistory.

To date archaeologicalstudy of industry in general and

sawmilling in particular has been superficial. There remains

a real need for developing a strategy for recording and

analysing industrial archaeologicalremains, as well as compiling

a suitable data base.

This is the dilemma of Australian historical archaeology

according to Connah, who after identifying the ｰ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｬ ･ ｭ Ｌ finds
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his own solution is to attempt to base his archaeological

endeavourson problem oriented researchwhile still conducting

archaeologicalsurvey and excavation to record the surviving

relics before they are lost (Connah 1983:15-21), I also have

attempted to satisfy both aims by ensuring that the relics of

the sawmilling industry which I have identified are properly

recorded and that the data collected should add something to

our overall understandingof Australian history by way of

analysis. However, there are limits to the level of explanation

which can be drawn from this particular study.

It has been suggestedthat the hypothetico-deductivemethod be

adopted for investigating historic sites in Australia.

(Birmingham and Jeans 1983; Murray 1983; 1985). This is,

I believe, a responseto a criticism and sometimesself criticism

that historical archaeologyis too much like stamp collecting,

'painstakingly collecting and ordering information, simply

becausethe relevant archaeologicaldata contains so much that

is intrinsically interesting, unusual, beautiful or even

valuable' without adding to our understandingof history

(Connah 1983;15).

There has been some recent discussionof possible theoretical

frameworks for Australian historic archaeology. Birmingham and

Jeans (1983) and Murray (1983; 1985) argue for a hypothetic

deductive procedure, whereby general theories of historical

developmentare formulated and subsequentlytested by examination

of particular sites. Bairstow, on the other hand, insists that

any new hypothesesfirst need to be establishedvia an inductive

process, that is argueing from the particular to the general.
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Coupled to this suggestedmethod is a suggestedmodel of

explanationwhich has been around for some time. This is the

model of cultural adaptationwhere a colonizing population can

be seen as bringing with it certain traditional behaviour

patterns, methods of working and artifacts and then having to

adapt or replace them to suit local environmental or social
etal.

conditions (Allen 1973; Birmingham 1967; ConnahA1978), This

has more recently been expanded into the 'Swiss Family Robinson'

model of Birmingham and Jeans (1983).

affinities with an even older model;

In my opinion this has

the Ｇ ｆ ｲ ｯ ｮ ｴ ｾ ･ ｲ Theory'

expounded by Turner in America (1920) and later Russel Ward in

Australia (1968) who suggeststhat the Australian character

developed on the frontier of settlementas a responseto the

requirementsof coping with the environment of the Australian

bush.

These theories may indeed be relevant to the study, but I see

them as interpretative themes similar in nature to those

suggestedby Birmingham et al. (1983;11-13) which are;

environmental rigour, cultural isolation, colonial enterprise,

pioneering frontier, transplantedtechnology, and the changing

importance of city and country. All of these, and any other

themes, can be useful for analysis, but none can be set up as

a complete explanation or hypothesis to be tested by particular

data sets.

I am in agreeancewith Bairstow Ｈ Ｑ Ｙ Ｘ ｾ Ｓ Ｉ in thinking that while

this type of model may have application in understanding

colonial history at an Australia-wide scale, it is not so

useful in interpreting particular sites. Factors such as

retrogressionof technology, retention of archaic methods and
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other site specific variations in the general trends make the

details of individual site analysesfit poorly with the Swiss

Family Robinson model or other models.

Since I approachedthis thesis with very little information

about sawmilling in Victoria, and little more could be gained

from existing literature, I have not been in a position to

formulate any general hypotheses,or ascertainwhich, if any,

existing hypothesiswould be suitable for explaining the broad

economic, industrial or social developmentof the industry.

This study is therefore an attempt to identify and record

specific examples of the archaeologyof bush sawmilling and then

to provide, by inductive reasoning, an explanation or inter-

pretation of the specific sites and the industry in general.

A formal statementof the basic aims of this thesis is: that

the physical remains of the sawmilling industry in Victoria

prior to 1940 can be describedand assessedin order to reveal

spatial and temporal variability and change, in terms of:

a. technology

b. techniquesof operation in relation to forest

type and environmentaldeterminants

c. level of capitalisationand hence size of operation

d. broader historical events

e. nature of survival ie. taphonomic or post-

depositional factors

This has been applied to the data at three levels - overall

distribution, site location and the structure of the specific

site, correspondingto Chapter 6, 7 and 8 respectively. It is

then tied into the general historic and economic framework in

Chapter 9.
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As an ajunct, therefore, to the primary researchnature of the

thesis, much emphasishas been placed on the factors influencing

the preservationof sites and artifacts (Chapter 4) and on

strategiesfor discovering, recording and describing these

sites is a way useful for further research (Chapter 2 and

Appendix D).

1.4 TEMPORAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL LIMITATIONS TO THE STUDY

As the timber industry in Victoria has been operating

continuously from the first settlementof Europeansto the

present day, and at one ｴ ｾ ｭ ･ or another in almost every Victorian

forest, some limitation of the study has therefore been necessary.

Primarily for convenience,and also becausea variety of types

of forest and periods ｾ ｦ first utilisation are represented

there, a general limitation to forests within one hundred

kilometres of Melbourne (an easy day trip) was decided upon.

Within this area, however, forests cover up to 6000 square

kilometres and as many as 1500 sawmills existed at one time or

another (Forests Commission Victoria (FCV) 1928, '35:57, etc.).

Therefore the study area was further restricted to three

distinct forest areas defined geographically, by forest type,

and by time of initial large scale timber exploitation. These

are: The Wombat Forest north-eastof Ballarat, a stringy bark

and messmateforest first used in the 1850s; the Mount

DisappointmentForest north of Melbourne, a stringy bark,

messmateand mountain ash forest exploited from the late .1870s;

and the Upper Yarra Forest east of Melbourne, a predominantly

mountain ash forest first worked in the early 1900s.

areasare described in detail in Chapter 2.

These
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The temporal boundariesare largely self evident - defined at

one end by the first exploitation of the particular area and at

the other end by the abandonmentof all forest sites in the

1940s. Operations in a particular area were not, however,

continuous between these dates and the historical process

affecting the establishment,abandonmentand subsequentperiods

of re-establishmentof logging in each area is covered in

Chapter 3.

Finally I have limited the study to certain parts of forest

industries. Interconnectedindustries such as wood distillation,

Eucalyptus oil distillation and charcoal manufacturehave not

been discussed. The support industries such as Tramways,

haulage systems, community services, etc. have only been

discussedbriefly in connection with the main technological and

historical developmentof the sawmills themselves.
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THE DATA SOURCES AND METHODOLOGY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In the processof compiling both the archaeologicaland

historical data for this study it became apparent that there

were two major problems to be addressed. Firstly, there was a

paucity of relevant published material, and while primary

historical documentswere difficult to trace, this is due

largely to a general lack of interest by traditional historians

and the many changesin departmentalresponsibility for forests.

Secondly, there was no suitable methodological framework for

recording, researchand analysis of the sites to use as a

guide. Therefore an initial task was to addressthese problems.

The historical and archaeologicalresearchwas also accompanied

by an investigation of environmental conditions in the study

areas, viewed primarily in terms of local topography and

forest type.

2.2 STRATEGY FOR HISTORICAL RESEARCH

A search for relevant historical documents was made not only

in order to gather any available information about the sites

being investigated, but also to establish the procedure for

gathering general information, and following up subsequent

leads into specific site information, technology, employment

at sites and the industry generally and the more general social

and ･ ｣ ｯ ｮ ｯ ｾ ｩ ｣ structure.
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I began by selecting as a starting point a sawmill site in the

Wombat Forest already known to me for some time from previous

bush-walking trips. This site is at the end of a well used

walking track and is marked by forestry commission signs as

'Site of Anderson'sSawmill'. This is site No. 002 in Chapter

5.3 'Description of Sites' below.

In the case of the Wombat Forest we are fortunate to have

N. Houghton's Timber and Gold (1980) which lists many of the

mills and mill owners in the area with relevant material from

a comprehensivesearch of historical records including basic

details of the mills' owners, their dates of operation and

technical details of production statistics, type, size and

number of steam engines and saws. However not all these details

are consistently given for each mill, for the author is more

concernedwith the men who ran them.

The next step therefore, was to consult the primary sources.

A rare book of particular use here, but strangely not mentioned

by Houghton, is an unpublished study by M. Carver, Forestry in

Victoria 1838-1919 (1972) produced for the FCV. The first

four volumes contain copies of documents, various government

schedules,statutes, regulations and statistics, letters,

newspaperreports and articles, Lands Department, Department

of Agriculture and Forest Commission documents. The fifth

volume is a discussion of this material in the form of a

hsttory of government administration of forestry in Victuria.

This is a valuable source book for researchingsawmills, but

favours a history of administration rather than technology or

industrial development.
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It also contains an outline of the way control of the crown

forests of Victoria vacillated among different State Departments

between the first Parliamentarysitting in Victoria in 1856

and the establishmentof the Forest Commission in 1919.

(Reproducedfrom Carver Vol.E :9 in Ch. 3 below).

With this information it was then possible to consult the

appropriatesource, either Lands Department sawmill licencing

lists, Department of Agriculture sawmill returns or the various

forests boards statistical returns, all published either in the

Victorian Government Gazette (VGG) or Victorian Parliamentary

Papers (VPP). The annual reports of the various departments

and branchescould also be consulted for the appropriateyears.

In theory these sourcesshould provide many details on mill

ownership, size and types of particular mills, outputs and

operation dates. However, in practice these records were not

kept to a very consistentstandard. Some annual reports show

only total production statisticswhile others give detailed

breakdowns for each mill. For some years details are completely

absent. However even where specific information is lacking

for a particular site the larger pattern of industrial

developmentmay still be traced from this complete record.

Another source of information are local and state newspapers.

A full survey was beyond the scope of this study, but in some

casesmajor articles referred to by the other authors (Houghton

1980; Stamford et al 1984) have been examined. These can

provide some technical data, but it is more commonly related

to particular events, such as the opening of a new mill, or a

bushfire, or in the ｣ ｡ Ｘ ｾ of some feature articles, they are

concernedwith social and living conditions in the mills and

forests.
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The main use of these various sources to my study was in

locating and iidentifying sites for archaeologicalinvestigation.

It was for this use also, that I found the LRRSA publications

most helpful. In particular a series of maps drawn by

J. McCarthy from Forestry Commission, historical and private

researchsources, were of value as sourcesfor site location.

LRRSA Map packs, Houghton 1980; Stamford et al 1984.

Another part of the historical researchwas aimed at collecting

information on the nature of sawmilling technology. Since much

of the technology employed in Victoria was imported either in

the form of actual machinery or patentsand designs, foreign

publications were examined, particularly American and British

trade journals, manuals, encyclopaediasof useful arts and

manufacturesand such like. To assesshow this technology was

manifested in Victoria similar local publications were sought.

These are, however, very rare although some information was

obtained from other sources such as newspapersand departmental

reports as well as some first hand accountsof the industry

from men who worked in it (Ashby 1978, Mackie 1980, Fall 1972,

Hunter 1976, Trautman 1980, Ogden 1976).

2.3 STRATEGY FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH

In the case of the archaeologicalinvestigation the approach

taken was to work from the particular, to the general. Sites

were recorded individually at one of two levels. Most were

recorded in superficial manner where the general characteristics

were noted along with the number, nature and dimension of the

main features, such as excavations, brick or stone foundations,

sawdust heaps etc.
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The aims of this recording procedurewere: firstly, to obtain

information that could be used to addressthe hypothesesoutlined

above in section 1.4, and secondly to be sufficiently

comprehensiveto provide basic site information for the V.A.S.

Site register and be of some use for further researchand

management.

The data recorded for each site were standardisedat an early

stage in a recording form, an example of which is included in

Appendix D. More information was included than proved necessary

for this study. For example I first thought that by measuring

the bolt centres on foundations it would be possible to establish

the type of machine installed. The problems of obtaining patent

dra1<ings for the vast number of commercially manufacturedsaw

benches, engines, drive trains, etc., appear insurmountable,

although the occasional fortuitous matches might be made.

The quality of information recorded varies considerably between

sites. This is due to two main factors: the preservationof

relics and features at the site, and visibility at the time of

investigation. Because these factors are particularly relevant

to the quality of the analysis they have been discussedin

detail in the following chapter. As can be seen in the survey

of recorded site data Chapter 5.2 there are some sites where

substantialremains of the structure, plan and fittings of the

mill still remain, while on the other end of the scale only

the location of some sites can be discerned,with all but the

barest of archaeologicalremains destroyed or obliterated.

Most sites however, fit in between these t1<O extremes.
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Relics other than structural remains were also recorded. These

included pieces of machinery and fittings from the mill, as

well as domestic refuse. In many cases this material could give

an immediate indication of the general use of a site or area

of a site - for example the preponderanceof broken crockery

and glass around the boarding house and cottage sites at the

Comet Mill (site 018) or the cables, discarded bearings and

chackles at the high lead summit winch site (008) give clear

indications of the types of activities in these particular

areas.

In compiling this site data it was not felt that a systematic,

random surveying procedure would be feasible. The area to be

covered was too great, visibility was often minimal, while

there were insufficient resources(especially manpower) to

conduct such a survey, and in most cases, there was a greater

chance of discovering sites by using relevant documentary

information, then by combing hillsides and valleys.

The other level at which sites were recorded was the detailed

individual site survey (see Chapter 5.3). Three sites were

chosen for this more intensive investigation using two main

criteria. Firstly they were well preservedsites with sufficient

remains to enable useful analysis to be made, and secondly that

they could be in some way regardedas representativeof the

overall technological variability of the industry.

To satisfy this second criterion a comparison was made between

various sites on the basis of particular periods and areas of

operation which resulted in the recognition of three distinct
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types of site. The best preservedexample of each of these

types was then chosen for more intensive study. Each was

carefully scrutinized in order to record all visible surface

remains. Site plans and cross sectionswere drawn up and the

materials and methods of constructionwere describedwith

comments on their presentstate of preservation. The:.primary..

aim of this level of recording was to reconstructas much of

the original structure of the mill as possible, particularly

those elementswith the greatestpotential for revealing the

technology employed. These were basically the plan of

excavationssuch as saw pits and trenchesfor drive trains,

foundations of machines, and the layout of timbers or their

impressionswhich formed saw benches, carriages, set works,

and other installations.

Other artifacts were able to provide more specific information.

Parts or whole saw blades could show whether circular, sash,

band or other types of saws were employed. Bottles which can

be dated with some certainty were also found and may be used

to establishor confirm occupation dates for the site.

Artifacts with a potential for this type of interpretation

were collected from the sites and are described in Appendix E.

2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

Data concerning the environment in the vicinity of the sites

was collected during the survey and in some cases from published

sources. This was primarily in the form of a description of

the topography and forest type near the site.
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Topography was an important factor in site location. A water

supply was essentialfor mills; for the steam engine (which

rarely had a condenserto recycle water), sometimesfor cooling

the saws, and for a domestic supply: so the distance to a

stream and the nature of the stream flow, ie. perennial or

permanent,.was recorded. The steepnessof the local terrain,

and ease of accesswere clearly factors taken into account in

selecting a site for constructionsof a sawmill as was the local

geomorphology, since a subsoil deep enough for saw pit

excavationswas necessary. The present forest type is usually

indicative of the original forest type except where artificial

plantations of native or exotic trees have been created. These

can, however, be readily recognisedby their uniformity and

the discontinuity from any nearby natural growth. It is,

therefore, possible to tell what tree specieswould have been

cut by the mill and from this to assessthe influence of forest

type on sawmill location and technology. As an aid to this

the distribution of tree specieshas been studied and a list

of trees utilized has been included as Appendix B, which

includes their common and botanical names and a summary of their

uses and importance as sawn timber.
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A SHORT HISTORY OF SAWMILLING

3.1 INTRODUCTION: BRITAIN AND AMERICA

In order to appreciatethe history of sawmilling in Australia

and Victoria, .it is necessaryto examine.the ｩ ｮ ｦ ｾ ｵ ･ ｮ ｣ ･ of foreign

sawmill industries and technologieson the course of local

industrial development. Two themes can be recognisedin the

relationship between the foreign and local industries; one is the

initial importation of technology to a colonial situation where

the tools and methods for working timber were brought in by new

settlers to be used in, and adapted to, a new environment of

basically virgin forest. The other is the exchangeof technologies

between regions, which gave Australia a larger pool of technologies

to draw from than other colonial situation. Canada and the U.S.A.

in particular provided technology which they had developed for

their own environment and problems, but which was suitable for

Australian conditions.

The skill of working timber has been a vital component in all

civilisations. Hand saws of bronze are known to have been used

in Egypt about 900 BC (Mercer 1929:144), and iron saws survived

in several cases from archaeologicalsites dated as early as the

fourth century BC (Jones and Simmons 1961:16). Although machine

saws can be traced to medieval times, for example that ｩ ｬ ｬ ｵ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｾ ｴ ･ ､

by Villard de Honnecourt in about 1250, widespreadadoption of

mechanical saw mills was slow and pit sawing was still in more

general use in England into the 18th Century (Jones and Simmons

1961:21-3). Other countries were, however, more disposed to

mechanical saws.
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They were common in the 17th Century in Holland, France,

Scandinavia,Germany and Poland and almost every town in the

British colonies of New England had its sawmill (Jones and

Simmons 1961:23). By 1810 there were. 2,541 mills in America,

averageof about 2,000 ft. per day (Wynne 1981:87; Jones and

Simmons 1961:24). These markets were geared more to export of

softwoods. The reduction in costs and greater production of

mechanisedsawmilling was essentialfor these exports and the

softwood timbers of ｦ ｩ ｾ ｡ ｮ ､ pine were more suited to mechanical

sawing than the oak and other hardwoods commonly used in Britain.

In the 17th and 18th CenturiesBritain was importing much of its

sawn timber since the local pitsawn product could not compete

with timber,imported from Dutch and Baltic ports, manufactured

cheaply with the aid of wind power (Albion 1926:70, 102). A

possible explanation for the tardinessof the development of

sawmilling in Britain was the ｳ ｾ ｲ ｯ ｮ ｧ opposition from handsawers,

who in many instancesrioted and destroyedsawmills in the 17th

and early 18th Century (Jones and Simmons 1961:24). During this

period many technical innovations in sawmill design appear to

have had precedencein Britain, but gained more widespread

application in North America where labour shortageand a high

demand for timber encouragedany developmentswhich could increase

production (Peterbrough1906:V. II P6). By the early 19th Century

it appearsthat the British sawmill industry was equally

mechanizedand a similar level of technology existed on both

sides of the Pacific. However, there was considerablevariation

ar.d regional specialisationbased on the environment in which

the mills were operating and the type cf markets they were

supplying.
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Further development in techniquesand machines continued with

many specialisedapplications of technology and some more

universally relevant developmentswhich were adopted in many

regions. An outline of these technological developmentsis

given in Section 3.5. The relevanceof these foreign developments

for Australia was that they provided a range of technologies

adapted to different conditions from which the Australian industry

could draw from for equipment"andmethods of operation.

3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF SAWMILBING IN AUSTRALIA

When industrial sawmilling began in Australia it was able to

draw on expertiseand techniquesfrom Britain and North America.

Initially hand and pitsaws came from England as supplies for the

colony along with the artisansskilled in their use. These were

too few and of insufficient quality to stand up to the heavy use

of the growing settlement (Cox et al. 1969:20). At a later stage,

when the first mechanical saws were introduced, it was common to

import the basic saw mechanism, (that is, the blade, shafts,

gearing etc.) and to construct the carriage and main framework

of the sawmill locally (Cox et al. 1969:36).

The first steam powered saw was set up in Cascades,Tasmania in

1824 (Rule 1967:32) and another in Sydney in October 1838.

These were vertical reciprocating saws and the latter was said

to take a hundredth of the time of a pit saw (Sydney Herald,

31 October, 1838). In 1842 the first circular saw was introduced.

Increasedproduction, a drop in timber prices and men being put

out of work (Sydney Morning Herald, 12 September,1842). These

first saws were of British manufactureand, like the hand saws,
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were probably brought out with new settlers, who were advised

through hand-books, letters and columns in British newspapers,

of what equipment would be required in the colony (for. example

see McKenzie 1845; Waugh 1838; Mackay 1890) (Cox et al. 1969:20).

One of the more notable British settlers to enter the sawmilling

trade was the ScotsmanJames Wright, who arrive in 1853 in

Melbourne and founded a company which became the largest and most

up to date mill in Victoria at the turn of the century (Henderson

1953).

Often, however, this processof transplantingcolonial technology

proved unsuitable, as was the case with the water powered sawmill

of Christian Thomas Bagot constructedin 1877 at Ben Lomond,

New South Wales. It was environmentalcircumstances,in this case

the unreliable water supply, which highlighted the unsuitability

of the technology (Connah 1980:18-21).

Closer to the period under discussionin this thesis, it was

America that became a more prominent source of technological and

economic influence. The trade in timber between Britain and

Australia was predominantly one way with higher quality sawn

timbers coming to Australia in limited quantities to supply the

more affluent settlers (Linge 1979:215). Much later, in the 1890s,

some Australian timbers were exported to Britain, for example

the jarrah used to pave London streets (Rule 1967:129-30).

However, the trade across the Pacific was considerablygreater,

fluctuating in tune with economic changes in both regions,

particularly mineral booms and railway constructions. The sea

traQe increasedin 1848 when Australian timber was exported to

San Francisco to take advantageof the high prices resulting from
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the Californian gold rushes and in order to releasesome of the

colony's poor balance of payments (Cox 1974:36,91,Californian

Star, 1 April 1848; Bach 1976:76; Linge 1979:25).

The timber trade in 1850 was worth US$3 million with 86 vessels

arriving in California with various products. In the late 1850s

the volume remained high but the direction was reversedas the

gold rushes in Australia created a high demand here. After a

slump during the American civil war trade resumed, alternating

in direction in responseto various peaks in demand, caused, for

example, by American and Australian railway developmentand the

new mineral booms such as Broken Hill in the 1880s (Cox 1974:216).

The point I wish to make here is that this trade in the finished

product certainly encouragedgrowth in the industry but may also

have facilitated an exchangeof technology. Concrete evidence of

this is difficult to come by, but might be seen in the number of

American saw machinery manufacturerswith branchesin Australia,

for example, Harry Diston and Sons (Directory of Manufacturing

1954) and the occasionalaccount of American immigrants setting

up saw mills in Australia (Houghton 1980:64). This technological

influence was however only a sporadic phenomena. Sawmilling in

Australia remained a very labour intensive industry and while new

mills commonly used the most up-to-date technology available,

most mills continued to use their original equipment long after

it had become outdated. Refitting and modernisationwere

uneconomic propositions in establishedmills. There was also

occasionalsabotageat mills by pit sawers which persistedin the

1890s in some areas (Rolls 1981:272) although this ｰ ｲ ｯ ｢ ｾ ｢ ｬ ｹ had

little effect on the industry's development (Rule 1967:127;

Birmingham et al. 1979).
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A possible contributing factor to the large labour content is the

nature of much of the timber being cut. Core rot, gum rings and

ring shakeshad to be cut out, and this led to a greater

manipulation of the timber (Rule 1967:127).

There was considerableregional diversity in Australia, but at

the same time it could be said that sawmiling in Australia

exhibits some consistentcharacteristics. For example the

administrationand financial basis of most mills is generally that

of the individual operator, partnershipor small limited liability

company. The large public shareholdingsawmill companiestypical

of America at the time and of Australia today, were extremely

rare before the 1930s (Davidson 1969; Linge 1979:340-6). This

led to undercapitalisation,the retention of archaic methods and

machinery, and a considerableamount of making-do or improvisation

and utilisation of natural local materials in constructionand

operation. The low volume of timber per acre of many forest

operationsand the limitations in the use of bullock teams for

log extraction meant that most early mills were small units which

could be easily relocated as the nearby timber was exhausted

(Rule 1967:127). A further constant factor is the method of log

extraction, which I feel is related more the environment and

topography than any national trend. For example, the use of

timber tramways was applied to country which was rugged, difficult

of accessand heavily timbered whether in Western Australia,

Victoria, New South Wales or Queensland. This was just as true

for America or New Zealand (Maxwell and Baker 1983:59; Thornton

1982:23; Rolls 1981; Calder 1980; Allsop 1973; Kurton 1976;

Trautman 1980).
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New Zealand offers several interesting parallels: the periods of

settlementand sawmilling growth are similar; retention of

outdated methods was common, for example pit sawing was still

common in the l870s (Thornton 1886:18); improvised construction

followed a similar pattern with local trees being used in the

ground for posts and beams and the end and sides of the mill being

left open; markets for the sawn timber were similar with the.same

fluctuation according to specific events such as gold rushes;

and the technologiesemployed originated from the same diverse

sources, for example the adoption of methods of flooding timber

down stream by the use of the splash dam technique introduced

from Maine and the direct importation of equipment from England

by new settlers (Thornton 1982; Allsop 1973). A strong link

with Australia can be seen from the number of New Zealand saw

milling companiesformed in Australia by Australians (for example

the Kauri Timber Co. of Melbourne which was formed in 1886 to

buyout several Auckland sawmills (Thornton 1882:23).

The industry in Western Australia also owed much of its growth

and development to the trade based on railways and mining booms.

Jarrah (E. marginata) and karri (E. diversicolor) from the south-

west was shipped to easternAustralia, America and to London for

paving streets (Calder 1980; Trautman 1980). Technology was

again imported or improvised with round timber construction of

mills being the rule (Trautman 1980:2).

The cypress pine sawmills of the Pilliga forests in New South Wales

were constructedand operatedwith the minimum of capital.

Although this timber was in demand, the sparseand inferior

nature of the trees meant profits were never sufficient to justify

sawmilling on a large scale (Rolls 1981:270-72).
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The cedar forests of New South Wales coast also supporteda

minimally financed timber industry, but in this case splitters

carried out much of the work, and the cedar was mostly removed

before the general boom of sawmilling (Jervis 1940;

et al. 1979:180-7).

Birmingham

There are of course many more regional examples of sawmilling in

Australia and although I have not examined them all thoroughly

the general pattern of developmentwhich they suggestappears

-
to be consistentwith the specific example chosen for this study.

It can be seen then that sawmilling in Australia came about as

a product of the colonies' growing needs, both for building

products, and a product for trade to redressits balance of

payments. The associationwith foreign markets provided a route

for the transferenceof technology which was adopted in particular

forest regions according to the local environmentalconditions

and industry structure.
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3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF SAWMILLING IN VICTORIA

Victoria appearsto have met its timber needs during the first

two decadesof settlementin at least three ways. The first

resourceof settlerswas to cut timber for bUildings using axe

and wedges; appropriatesize trees were used in the round for

some posts and beams or split for slabs and pailings. Bark was

also stripped for walling and roofing. Another option was to

saw timber by hand using a pit saw. There are many references

to pit saw operationsbut no records of numbers or total

production were kept. Two men could, however, produce 1,500

super feet of timber in a week by this method (Houghton 1980:17).

The bulk of Victoria's sawn timber in this early period was

provided by imports; some from Sydney, where a few small scale

mechanisedsawmills were operating (Linge 1979:101), but most

from overseas,.particularly the west coast of North America

(Linge 1979:215; Cox 1974:35). While there was nearly always

a demand for timber in this period, the size of the market did

not seem to justify the establishmentof large scale mechanised

sawmilling operations. It is not until the discovery of gold

in Victoria created.a substantial increasein demand that the

industry developed (Houghton 1980; Carver 1972). Gold mining

created a primary demand for split timber to fire the boilers and

for pit props, and for sawn timber for the above ground works,

laths to line the tunnels and for the mine workers' houses.

A secondarydemand was created by the commercial and private

bUildings constructedto serve the mining community. The

economics of transport ensured that the timber nearest the mining
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centreswas the first to be exploited and it was the deep lead

mining areas such as Bendigo, Ballarat, Ararat etc. which required

the greatestquantity of timber (FCV 1957: Blainey 1963). When

the nearby timber was cut out the sawmills moved deeper into the

forest. The average cost of transporting timber by bullock or

horse dray was 2/6 - 4 shillings per 100 super feet per 10 miles

in 1875 compared to the production cost of about six shillings

per hundred super feet (Forest report 1875; Carver Vol. D 132)

(Houghton 1940; Royal Commission 1898).

Vast quantities of timber were consumed by the gold mines. For

example in 1870, 767,000 tons of firewood, 23,500 tons of sawn

timber and countlesspieces of split timber were taken from the

Wombat forests to supply Ballarat and the surrounding goldmining

areas (Linge 1979:339; Houghton 1980; Forest Report 1870-1).

In 1899 when the gold towns had progressedfrom canvas to wood

and railway developmenthad reached its zenith, 500,000 tons of

firewood, 1,500,000 prop and cap pieces, 5,000,000 ft of sawn

timber and 3,000,000 laths slabs and sleeperswere cut from all

Victoria's forests (Johnson 1974:65; Forest Report 1899).

The rapid growth in Victoria's population from 77,000 in 1850 to

540,000 in 1860 created primarily by the gold rush also gave some

stimulus to manufacturing, agriculture and tertiary industries

(Davidson 1969:2). As a consequenceof this, building increased

throughout the state, but particularly in Melbourne. Sawmills

working in the ranges north and east of the city initially supplied

some of this timber. Emerald and Belgrave were centres of timber

getting in the 1850s and many more small operationswere working

around the Dandenong ranges at this time (Carver 1971:707;

Jones 1983:82).
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Others operatedalong the coast such as at Corner Inlet and

Wilsons Promontory where two or three primitive mills despatched

sawn timber by sea (Lennon 1974). Other sourcesof timber for

Melbourne were the foothills of the Great Dividing Ranges to the

north. Timber mills were working around Mr. Macedon and the

southern slopes of the Kinglake forests despatchingtimber to

Melbourne by bullock drays initially, and then by rail when these

were laid to Whittlesea in 1889 and to Macedon and Castlemaine

in 1862 (Gillespie 1979:5; Algen n.d.:5; Victorian Government

1951:35-46; Lennon 1981:47-50; Milbourne 1978:71-4).

Railway developmentalso aided the shipment of timber to the

goldfields. The railways reachedBallarat and Bendigo in 1862

and were built largely to serve gold mining although they also

aided squatters(Lennon 1981:47). There were plans for a railway

into the western part of the Wombat forest from Ballarat in the

1860s, but nothing came of this. When the Castlemaineline was

constructedhowever, timber millers moved into the easternpart

of the Wombat forest and sent their timber to Woodend for rail

cartage to Melbourne, Bendigo and Castlemaine(Houghton 1980).

Railway developmenthad a widespreadinfluence over the

distribution and scale of sawmilling operationsas can be seen

from the way that logging commenced in the Otway, Healesville,

Warburton and Upper Yarra forests only once their respective

railway links to Melbourne had been constructed(Houghton 1975;

Winzenreid 1981; Stamford et al. 1984).

Dramatic fluctuations in the, timber market were evident throughout

the period under study. Figs. (1 ) and (1.) show the growth in

decline in the timber industry as reflected in the number of mills
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operating and the total output of sawn timber, as well as the

number of workers employed for each year. Growth appears to have

acceleratedbetween 1850 and the 1870s, during the Eiin gold rush

era, then levelled off before another accelerationduring the 1880s

building boom. The 1890s and 1930s are marked by se.-ere slumps

with only partial recovery after each (Fig Ｎ ｬ ｾ 1.). While the

decline in the industry was connectedwith the bursting of the

Melbourne building boom in the late 1880s and the depression

years following, it is apparent that the seeds of the disaster

stretch back over several decadesas forests were not only cleared

of useful timber, but also badly treated subsequentto logging

so that immature forest was destroyedand regenerationprevented

by repeateduncontrolled fire (Linge 1979:343;

Carver 1972-).

Marsnal 1966;

Progressiveexhaustionof the closest forest coupledwith

railway developmenthas resulted in a pattern of logging which

shows fairly distinct time bands of logging activity. These have

been summarisedgraphically in Fig. (3). Even though many areas

were stripped of sawlogs early on, they continued to be exploited

for firewood and lower quality split timber after the sawmills

moved on, so that the diagram representsthe initial period of

sawmilling in each area. Most of these forests have, however,

been relogged, some several times (FCV 1978:212). The progression

of sawmilling to the more inaccessibleforests can also be seen

in Fig. (3). Much of the Victorian forest, particularly east

of Melbourne, was not cut by sawmills, but was felled and cleared

ｦ ｯ ｾ farming and this is another factor affecting the pattern of

exploitation (see Chapter 4).
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The most rugged areas of forest were the last to be logged as

accesswas a major hurdle to exploitation (FCV 1928:32). Light

tramways helped alleviate this problem before road accessbecame

available, but in the Upper Yarra and Healesville-Warburton

forests,' the tree type mountain ash was itself a barrier to

logging as it was not until the 1920s that a method for seasoning

the timber made it worthwhile cutting in this area (see Fig. 3 )
(Stamford et al. 1984). Mountain ash is also prevalent in the

Disappointmentforest but when these forests were being cut from

the 1870s to 1900s messmatelogs were sought in preference.

(Slater 1970; Johnson 1974:68). Messmatewas also chosen in the

fotthills of the Upper Yarra forest when it was opened up in the

early 1900s coinciding with the prohibition of timber cutting in

forests around the gold fields, which included part of the Wombat

forest (Johnson 1974:68; Royal Commission 1899). Thus when

supplies were nearly exhaustednew sourcesprevented a complete

collapse in the industry and allowed the older forests to

regenerate.

When a suitable seasoningfor mountain ash was developed seasoning

kilns were establishedin Newport in 1911 and Healesville in the

1920s and by the mid-1930s mountain ash provided 80 percent of

Victoria's timber (Johnson 1974:69; FCV 1928:45).

The history of sawmilling in Victoria shows a progressivemovement

into areas further from markets and the developmentof new

techniquesto exploit the different conditions found in the new

areas. The following two sections deal firstly with the develop-

ment of the technological side of sawmilling and secondly with the

consequencesof the early uncontrolled timber cutting; the

destructionof the forests and the developmentof forestry control.
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3.4 HISTORY OF SAWMILLING TECHNOLOGY

In this section I wish to outline some of the main developments

in sawmill technology which are relevant to the industry in

Victoria. Basically they involved progress towards greater

efficiency in sawing so that less time and manpower was used to

produce a given quantity of timber, less of the potential timber

was wasted in sawing, and a better quality of timber was produced.

The early developmentof the mechanical saw has been mentioned

above (3.1). These first mechanical saws, employed a sawblade

held in a frame which ran inside two fixed channelsand was moved

backwards and forwards or up and down with the application of a

power source through a reciprocating crank. It is variously

called a sash, frame or reciprocating saw, or in America, a
ＨｾｾＮＵＩ

muhley ｳ ｡ ｷ ｾ When several blades are fitted to the one frame it

is known as a gang saw. It was the first type imported into

Australia, was the most common saw in use in early mills, and

has continued in use to the present day (Rule 1967:52). While

it provided a tenfold increasein production over pitsawing, its

major drawback was still slow speed. Circular saws came into use

soon after, and were installed in many of the early mills (Rule

1967:52; Calder 1980:52; Cox and Freelord 1969:37). This is

of interest as the circular saw, first patentedin Britain in the

late 18th Century did not come into popular use there until about

1810 and was still confined to use only in certain government

and military workshops in the 1830s (Jones and Simms 1961:42-4).

It was still a rarity in the US before the 1860s (Cox 1974:234).
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This indicates I believe the tendency of Australian manufacturers

to De open minded about new technologieswhich might have offered

better ways of producing the goods. The circular saw's greater

speed and continuousmotion in a single direction made it more

efficient than the sash saw, which had to overcome its own

inertia with every change in direction, but it still had its

drawbacks. A circular saw will only cut to a little less than
(;:If).7&8'

hald its diameter, and if a wider cut is achieved by increasing

"
the diameter the saw must also become thicker, resulting in more

timber being waster as sawdust (Jones and Simmons 1961:42; Cox

1974:234). Becauseof this and other technical problems associated

with using large circular saws (such as blades running out of

true, overheatingand bearings failing) frame saws were maintained

in most mills as the main breaking down saw, cutting the logs into

two or more smaller and more manageablecants which were then

reduced further by one or more circular saws on a breast bench

(Rule 1967:52).

The frame saws were however, still fairly inaccurate, and face-

cutting (i.e. squaring or trueing up the face or edge) of each

piece of wood was habitual, resulting in a waste of time and wood

(Rule 1967:136). The use of second hand and often obsolete

equipment and the. bush carpenteringinvolved in installing it

preventeda more accuratefirst cut.

An alternatemethod of breaking down was to use a twin circular
(tl(]. 'B)

saw ｲ ｩ ｧ ｾ with one saw mounted above the other. This increased

the maximum diameter of a log which could be cut. The system

was introduced in California in the 1870s and a little later

in Australia.
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It appearsto have become a preferred system in the early 20th

Century when very large mountain ahsh measuring up to and beyond

six feet in diameter were being cut for the first time (Cox 1974:

235; Trautman 1980:2; Johnson 1974:68). Yet another type of

saw used was the band saw. This used a continuous metal band

which ran around two large diameter pulleys held in tension

Fig. (6). It was developed and first used in America in the

1880s and became the preferred type there becauseof capacity for

larger logs, much reduced kerf (the thickness of the cut) and

exceptional speed and accuracy (Cox 1974:236). It was however

a rarity in Australia, occasionally used in city mills and

joinery shops but hardly ever in the bush. The only example I

am aware of was installed at Yelland Brothers No.2 mill on

Britannia Creek in the 1930s. This was a small rig used for

manufacturing packing case timbers along with the usual circular

breaking down saws (Payne 1934:19). A possible explanation of

this was the expenseof this type of saw, which had tobe bought

as a complete unit. It was also far more complex and required

expert fitting and maintenancebeyond the means and capabilities

of many bush sawmill proprietors.

As important as the type of saw in improving efficiency in

sawmiling is the system of feeding the timber through the saw.

For small timber, whether small trees or previously broken down

timber, feeding by hand was a satisfactorymethod. However for

large logs which could weigh several tons, some sort of mechanical

device was necessary. The 19th Century sash saws were fitted

with a carriage which was coupled to the motion of the saw via

rack and pinion gearing. A more simple method used rollers or

greasedchannels to support the logs with a windlass rope or
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suspendedweights used to move the logs past the saw (Jones and

Simmons 1961:24). Sometimes the rollers were themselvesdriven

by gears to feed up the timber. (seefU·7).

A method employed in many Victorian mills was to lay tracks on the

ground on which a wheeled carriage could run back and forth past

the saw, driven by a variety of gears, cables and occasionally

steam cylinders such as the Powelltown mill's 'shotgun feed'

(Stamford et al. 1984:63). These various devices cover most of

the systems employed in Victorian mills. A distinction can be

made between devices for feeding squared cants, and devices for

feeding logs. The logs would not usually roll well and so required

a set works which held them in the right position to be offered

up to the saw. On more sophisticatedworks, several adjustments

allowed movements to be made to change the angle and thickness

of the cut. Early setworks were simple clamps attachedto a

carriage and screwed or hammered into the log. Later, manual and

then powered screws were used to position the logs, and geared,

steam or pneumatic driven log rollers took care of turning the

logs for each cut.

Power for the sawmills, originally came from wind, water or

muscle power (such as horse works). Early examplesof water

power were the Cascadesmill near Hobart (Rule 1967:52), the not

so successfulBagot's mill at Ben Lomond N.S.W. which like many

other establishmentsmilling timber or flour or whatever, was

plagued by an inadequatewater supply (Connah 1980). Unfamiliarity

with local condition meant many of these experimentsfailed,

although in Tasmania, water powered sawmills operatedefficiently

for many years (Linge 1979) and John Holland's sawmill at Glen
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Watts, Victoria was still operating by water power in the 1880s

(Symonds 1982:23,42; Illustrated Australian News, 24 January

1883:8-10). Steam became the dominant power source by the 1850s

with single and twin horizontal cylinder steam engines being

imported or, later, built locally .. Portable and traction engines

were also often employed (Houghton 1980; Mackey 1980). The

engines were generally of 10 to 40 horsepowerand an examination

of the sawmill statisticsavailable shows a correlation between

power and timber production although it is sufficiently variable

to suggest that other factors must have been more important in

determining output, such as market demand and timber supply and

quality (LDL:DASR 1865-1885).

Sawmilling equipment developed in the direction of greater

mechanisationand reduced the amount of manhandling required.

This trend also applied to the logging operationswhere bullock

teams and jinkers were partially replaced in the 1880s by crawler

tractors (Rule 1967:134).

A system of tramways was constructedto carry logs to the sawmills

and sawn timber out of the forest, using materials from the

forest; sawn timber rails were laid on split sleeperswhich were

in turn laid on the ground. These were operated by the sawmillers,

sometimeswith complex subleasingarrangementsso several sawmiller:

could use various parts of the same tramway system. When funds

permitted the wooden rails were replaced with steel rails, often

bought second hand from Victorian Railways or Melbourne tramways.

This was usually done on the most used section of tramway,

especially the curves, since the timber rails wore out very

quickly.
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Wooden rails, however, were maintained on steep grades and

inclines becausethey provided greater traction (Houghton 1980;

LRRSA 1974).

New methods of hauling out the timber were used from the 1920s.

These included skyline and high lead systems which employed

steel cables strung in trees to lift the logs over the terrain

(FeV 1928, 1936, 1940). The most drastic change came at the end

of the period under study when a system of good roads were built

in the forests and motor trucks began replacing the timber

tramways and also facilitated the removal of sawmills into

townships (Rule 1967:137-8). Within the mills individual diesel

or electric motors for each sawbenchreplaced the steam engine

and its complex drive train although the cheapnessof running a

steam engine on the sawmill's own waste supported their

retention long after they had become uneconomic in most other

applications.

The consequenceof this historical development for the

archaeologicalrecord and the manner in which these different

technologiesare manifested in the archaeology,are discussed

in following chapters.
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3.5 DESTRUCTION OF FORESTS AND DEVELOPMENT OF FORESTRY CONTROL

The demand placed on the forests by mining and building industries

for ever increasing quantities of timber caused devastationof

forests. Trees were already regardedas a,nuisanceand hindrance

to settlersand pastoralistswho ringbarked extensive tracts of

forest and woodland to encouragegrass to grow for their sheep,

and as a preliminary step to clearing (Marshall 1966). There

existed an ambivalent attitude to the wholesale destructionof

forests with expressionsof public concern being matched by

official apathy. A major obstacle to an effective control of

the utilisation of the forests was the constant change in

departmentalresponsibility for forests and the relegation of

forestry to a subbranchof a branch of whatever department.

The following statementindicates just how such control varied

(from Carver ,1.'172:Vol. E, 19).

1856-1866

1867-1872

1873-1879

1880-1882

1883-1885

1886-1887

1888-1890

Department of Lands and Survey.

Department of Lands and Survey per Central Forest

Board and Local Forest Boards.

Agriculture Branch of Department of Lands and

Survey per Central Forest Board and Local Forest

Boards.

Agriculture Branch of Department of Lands and Survey.

State Forestsand Nurseries Branch of the Department

of Agriculture.

State Forests and Nurseries Branch of the Office of

Agriculture, Department of Lands and Survey.

State Forestsand Nurseries Branch of the Department

of Lands and Survey.



1891-1892

1893-1902

1903-1904

1905-1907

1908-1919

1919-
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State Forestsand Nurseries Branch of Mines Department

State Forestsand Nurseries Branch of Department of

Department of Lands and Survey.

State Forestsand NurseriesBranch of Department

of Agriculture.

State Forestsand Nurseries Branch of Mines Department

State ForestsDepartment.

Forests Commission.

Until the 1890s many tentative steps towards protective legislation

were reversedat the first signs of opposition (Linge 1979:339).

The requirementsof settlementand later of the mining industry

were seen as paramount so that the New South Wales government

(and from 1856 the Victorian Parliament) placed virtually no

ｲ ･ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｩ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ in the way of easy and cheap procurementof timber

(FeV 1978:3).

In 1836 Governor Bourke passedlaws for Port Phillip covering

leasesfor cutting timber on or occupying Crown Land which stated

that anyone holding a miner's right, carrier's licence, squatter's

licence or who had purchased·landfrom the Crown could but timber

without restrictions on Crown Lane other than that within ten

miles of Melbourne, seven miles of Geelong or within any township

(Linge 1979:339; Johnson 1974:64). No charge was imposed unless

timber cutting was "the basis of a regular business" in which case

a 25 shillings per quarter fee was charged (Linge 1979:339).

This open invitation was enthusiasticallytaken up to the extent

that by the 1860s concern was being expressedin parliament and

newspapersabout the wanton destruction of forests. The

activities of the woodcutters who killed more trees than they

cut by stripping bark and leaving the ground covered with debris
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and dead wood, no doubt contributed to the destructive fires of

"Black Thursday", 6 February 1851 when it appearedthe whole

state was alight (Noble 1977; King 1963). King (1963) has

demonstratedhow destructive wild fires have increasedin

frequency as a result of settlementand poor forestry practice,

leading to the fifteen or more major forest fires in Victoria

during the period up to 1940 (FCV 1978:16-17).

The Victorian Parliament first sat in 1856 and at that time the

control of forests was placed with the Departmentof Lands and

Survey. In 1862 under the Land Act, provisions were made for the

declarationof state forests and timber reserves,but less than

40,000 acres of such forests were proclaimed in the decade to

1872, although the amount slowly increasedin subsequentdecades

(Carver 1972:259-261). There was still however, little control

over how these reserveswere utilised. Mounting concern about

the destruction led to a broad of enquiries which, according to

the Argus of 21 February 1868, recommendedthat conservationbe

undertakenin the forests near the goldfields and that the 180

square miles of forest declared under the Land Act 1862 and

amending Land Act 1865 should be permanently reservedand properly

managed. But in spite of this the existing 25 shillings licence

fee was reduced to 10 shillings.

On first February 1870 regulations were proclaimed under the Land

Act 1869 enabling sawmillers to obtain the exclusive right to

cut timber in designatedareas of state forests, only to be

rescinded on 26 September1870 and new regulations substituted

providing for a ten pound licence fee for a three acre mill

site on Crown Land and a royalty on the quantity of timber cut
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(Linge 1979:340; VGG 15.12.1871:221-4; Carver 1972:35-6).

These regulationswere rescinded on 11 December 1871, revised on

3 January 1872 and replaced on 26 May 1873 with new regulations

much like the original indiscriminate licencing system. The

licences were 10 shillings for firewood collectors and 20 shillings

for splitters per quarter, twelve to fifteen pounds for erecting

a saw mill 10 to 12 pounds for each timber jinker and five pounds

per year for each man employed in felling timber (Carver 1972:53;

VGG 4.5.73:271-3). These fees were sufficiently low to enable

virtually anyone to cut whatever timber they wanted and for those

who could not or would not pay the fees, the absenceof an

effective policing body meant the licences were unenforceable.

Sawmillers could fell the pick of the trees in the forest in

their neighbourhoodand this led to much wastage as trees too

heavy to haul out were left to rot and the sawmillers would not

be out of pocket. Likewise many trees were felled to prevent

a rival obtaining them, or to block accessto some coveted patch

of timber (Linge 1979:340; Houghton 1980; Carver 1972:Vol.E,P6).

In order to enforce the licencing, the Forest Act 1876

made provisions for local Forestry Boards for the care, management

and control of State Forestsand regulations were approved on

15 May 1877 for them but none were in fact appointed (Forest

Reports 1876, 1877, 1878). They were formally abolished in 1879

(FCV 1978:5). The responsibility for forests was long considered

of minor importance so that they were not afforded their own

.departmentuntil 1908 and funding was similarly minimal, about

3,500 being allocated each year between 1870 and 1877 (Peel

1974:150), while another 4,000 pounds was obtained from licences

per year at this time, increasing to 7,500 in 1886 and 14,000

pounds in 1901 (Forest Reports 1870-1901; Carver 1972 :71-4).
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More bills were drafted and presentedin 1879, 1881, 1887 and 1892

but were either rejected or else lapsed. Their failure was

probably due to the opposition of those who saw their interests

and profits at risk; the sawmill owners, the splitters, miners,

and selectors,and the government fear of alienating voters

(FCV 1978:5; Linge 1979:341).

In 1878 a duty was placed on red gum in an attempt to preserve

the remaining stocks for Victoria's own use in the face of

exports to South Australia, New South Wales and overseasmarkets

which were exhaustingsupplies. Although payment of duties was

suspendedwithin a year and the duty abolished in 1881 the industry

was not able to recaptureits markets. Cheaper imported timber

also harmed the industry in the 1870s and 80s leading to a plea

from indigenous timber sawmillers for more tariff protection in

1886. With the uncertain economic viability of the industry in

general it can easily be appreciatedwhy there was little

enthusiasmfor any restrictions to logging which might have

increasedcosts (Johnson 1974).

In 1887 however, another inquiry was held. Evidence was given

by the British Commissionerfor Forests, of the urgent need

for conservation. In the following year G.S. Perrin was

appointed Conservatorof Forests. He fought for better enforcement

and control of forestry regulations with an increasein personnel

and better protection of reservesvia government legislation

but was unsuccessful,and lack of real power meant that the

office of Conservationwas ineffectual (Carver 1972:7; Linge

1979:344; Johnson 1974:64).
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In 1895 another foreign forester, Ribbenthrop from India, gave

another report pointing out the poor state of Victoria's forests

and was followed in 1898 by a Royal Commission. The commission's

recommendationsincluded the reintroduction of the royalty system,

the establishmentof a permanentboard of forest conservation,

the opening of new areas in the Victoria Forest and greater

control and supervision of timber getters (Carver1972 :7-8;

Johnson 1974:67; Royal Commission 1898). The royalties

regulationswere implemented shortly after the commission, (1899

in the Wombat forest, 1902 in the Victoria forest), along with

increasedmillsite, felling and cartage licences, but it took

until 1907 for the establishmentof the State ForestsDepartment

under the Forestry Act (VGG 14.1.1902:21-6,11,2; 1902:516,

7.8.1907 Carver Vol.E:6-9).

This laid the foundation for proper forestry managementbut

becauseof insufficient resourcesthis could not be developed

(FCV 1978:6). For example, widespreadring barking of trees

by graziers leasing Crown Land could not be controlled because

of lack of staff to police the regulations. Eventually the

Forestry Commission was created under the Forestry Act 1918 and

it was provided with money through the Forestry Fund, to give it

the power to implement the act. In face of the problems of an

inherited legacy of impoverished forests, continued pressureon

the government to excise land from, or refuse additions to,

forest reservesand lack of fire protection, the commission's

initial stated policy was: (1) the protection of, and the

introduction of systematicmanagementinto the natural forests:

and (2) the e8tablishmentof sufficient areas of softwood

plantations (FeV 1978:6: Forest Report 1921).
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Destruction of forests continued, but it was fire which was the

major cause: most of the major outbreakswere deliberately lit

or the result of human carelessness. A major fire in 1926

destroyedmuch of the Upper Yarra forests and before the area

could recover it was again devastatedin 1932, and then again in

the 1939 'Black Friday' fores (King 1963: Gillespie 1962:30-2).

In the wake of this. fire, which destroyed1,364,140hectaresof

forest and farmland, a Royal Commission was establishedto report

on the causesof the fires and ways of preventing are-occurrence.

Judge Stretton, the chief commissioner, found fault with the

methods of operation of the sawmillers in the way they left much

flammable timber both in the forests following logging and

around their mills. The regulations concerning fire-breaks,

clearings, the provision of dugouts and burning off were not

adhered to. His recommendationsincluded strengthening and

policing the regulations, providing the FCV with a fire protection

role, introducing restrictions on burning and declared 'acute

fire danger' days, new controls such as early fire spotting,

more accessroads, fire breaks and equipping of fire brigades

within the FCV and the newly establishedCountry Fire Authority

(Royal Commission 1939; Johnson 1974:74-6; Victorian Forester

1;1940). Most of these recommendationswere implemented and

along with Fenton Gerraty's Plan to establishthe sawmills

within railhead townships on the edge of the forest, they had the

effect of encouragingthe movement of sawmills out of the bush

and the consequentabandonmentof many of the established

methods peculiar to the bush operations (see Section 3.4).

The industry became quite different in character following the

establishmentof official control.
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It became a business,and one that could only be successfulif

it was run more efficiently. More efficient methods were

developed and the nature of logging changed from exploitation tb

management(Rule 1967:137-8; FeV 1978). Although cutting of

virgin standsstill occurs in East Gippsland, most of the

industry operateson a sustainedyield principle more akin to

farming, and the days of pioneering in the bush are over.
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PRESERVATION AND VISIBILITY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL

FEATURES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

There are many factors which affect the preservationand

visibility of the archaeologicalfeatures of sawmill sites.

In both cases these factors are involved at the two levels of

site formation and the post depositional taphonomic process.

Preservationand visibility of the archaeologicalfeatures were

problems during the survey and it was recognisedthat the

quality of the archaeologicaldata which could be retrieved

from the sites was very uneven. This was simply becausemore

could be discernedat some sites than at others. Becauseof

the implications of this problem to the recording and analysis,

it was thought necessaryto outline the factors involved in

preservationand visibility, and to assesshow and to what

extent they may affect the data base produced during the survey

and the ｳ ｵ ｢ ｳ ･ ｱ ｾ ｾ ｮ ｴ analysis of that data.

All archaeologyhas had to deal with the same problem of

assessingthe nature and extent of the archaeologicalsurvival

of sites and relics (Hole & Heizer 1973:87; Rathje & Schiffer

1982; Taylor 1974; Schiffer 1976). This is especially true

in relation to assessingthe extent to which the observed

archaeologicalrecord is representativeof the original

occurrenceof sites and artifacts. The distinction and

relationship between these two phenomenahas been formalised

by Schiffer (1972) in the conceptsof 'archaeologicalcontext'

and 'systematiccontext' which are linked by the processes
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which form archaeologicalsites: cultural deposition,

reclamation (or reuse of artifacts for their original purpose),

disturbanceand reuse (ie. of artifacts and sites for other

purposes).

Attempts have been made to understandthe complex mechanisms

involved in site formation via ethno-archaeologicalparallels

(Gould 1971; Schiffer 1976; for example) and replicative

experiments (Coles 1976; Hester, Heizer & Graham (1975:225-32;

for example), but much is still to be done before these mechanisms

can be understoodwith confidence (Thomas 1979:398).

While the problems of assessingthe link between systematicand

archaeologicalcontexts of sites and artifacts and the methods

by which they may be solved are similar in principle for all

archaeology,whether historic or prehistoric, European or

Australian, they vary in detail and practice in individual cases.

I believe it is necessaryto assesseach case individually as

distinct processesof modification and destructionof

archaeologicalfeatureshave affected each area of investigation

or type of site. With this in mind I have attempted to outline

the factors which have affected site preservationin the

context of this study and to some extent to gauge their relative

importance.

4.2 PRESERVATION

The major factor affecting the extent of destructionor

modification of sawmill sites from the period under study is

whether or not there has been any reuse of the site.
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Reuse may take several forms, each with a particular result

as far as destructionor modification of the site is concerned,

and each varying in degree. The most common agent of destruction

or modification of sawmill sites is agricultural practice.

From my own observationsand a survey of published accounts

of other field surveys of surviving relics of the timber industry

it appearsthat the .effect of conversion of forests to

agriculture and subsequentfarming practiceshave modified or

destroyed the sites to such an extent that they can no longer

be detectedby simple survey procedures.

Much of the forest of Victoria after initial logging for saw-

milling, was not maintained for forestry but was cleared for

farming. Those areas closer to the main population centres,

with the more fertile climate and soil and on the more even

terrain, bore the brunt of this conversion to agriculture. Since

these forests were also the first to be logged the result is a

much lower survival rate of the earlier sawmill sites. The

clearestexample of this process is in the area of the Bungaree

and Bullarook forests north-west of Ballarat. The demands for

timber to supply the goldfields in the 1850s and 60s quickly

exhaustedthese forests. When the sawmillers moved further

east into the Wombat Forest, they were replaced by farmers

who took advantageof the increasedneeds of the goldfields

population for agricultural products. The result is that the

earliest sites were ploughed up for crops or cleared for

grazing (Houghton 1980:11-12). It seems likely that the same

processof conversion of forests to agriculture has occurred

in most of the forest areas logged before the 1870s such as the

southern foothills of the Great Dividing Range north of Melbourne
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and the slopes of Mt. Dandenong and Mt. Macedon (Gillespie 1970,

Slater 1970).

The loss of earlier sites is compoundedby other factors. The

pre-1860smills were generally small and impermanent - lack of

capital, roads and labour shaped the industry, and therefore

its remains, into a rather ephemeral form. Their greater age

has meant that they have been exposed to the forces of destruction

for a longer period and although the age difference may not

appear significant at first, it should be realised that the

disturbanceof sites was greatestduring the period of the

forest based operation and has declined since the 1940s by

perhaps 90 per cent, so a few extra decadesmay mean the

difference between survival and destruction.

The factors affecting survival of later sites are similar but

not as ｵ ｾ ｩ ｶ ･ ｲ ｳ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｹ applicable. The permanent clearing of sites

for agriculture continued, but at a progressivelyreduced rate.

Small capacity and portable mills were still constructedalthough

they were in a minority compared with the more highly capitalized

and medium sized mills. There is also a trend for historical

records to be better preservedfor sites after the 1860s when

some semblanceof control, licencing and record-keepingwas

achieved by the government departmentsresponsiblefor forests

(Houghton 1980, Carver 1972 and see Chapter 3 above). While

this may have an opposite effect of making knowledge of the

location of later sites more easily obtainableand so making the

sites more accessibleto vandals and bottle hunters it can also

mean it was maintained as a possible future sawmill site by the

Forestry Commission and so exempted from clearfelling. (FCY 1957:26
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There are many other ｾ ｡ ｣ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｳ which affect individual site

survival. The nature of the topography of the local area is

important. As mentioned above, if the site is on arable land

it is likely to be cleared for agriculture, or conversely, a

site in rugged terrain with difficult accessis unlikely to be

reused. Occasionally the clearing originally made for a sawmill

site has been reused as a Forestry Commission works depot or

log dump (eg. the State Sawmill at Nayook, site 025) or as

picnic areas or campsites(eg. Regular Camp Mount Disappointment,

site 013). Other modern logging activities may also destroy

sites although the common location of mills close to creeks,

coupled with the conservationtechnique of leaving an unlogged

timber reserve along creeks, may reduce this effect (FeV 1978:22).

Bushfire is the most common destroyer of the timber structure

of the mills and possibly 90% of sites have been burnt at least

once since they were last in operation (Johnson 1974:70-6,

Noble 197 ). This once again biases survival against the

earlier sites where fewer non-combustiblefeatures such as

concrete, brick and stonework and earth excavationswere

constructed. However, it should be recognisedthat this is a

study of the archaeologyof sawmilling so that while there may

be imbalancesin the data to consider, it is the available data

that has to form the basis of the study. At least foundations

and excavationsare generally immune to the effects of fire.

A further major factor in preservationis accessto the site.

Since all of the sites mentioned in this study are within half

a day's travel of Melbourne, (including walking into sites not

accessibleby vehicle) distance is not a major consideration.
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The means of accesshowever, is important. Many sites had

accessonly by tramway or foot during their working life and

for some this remained the case following the constructionof

logging roads from the 1940s on (Carver Ｑ Ｙ Ｗ ｾ FCV 1957). The

Ada Valley mills for instancedo not have road accessand so

many portable relics such as winches, boilers and smaller

machinery have never been recovered for scrap (Stamford et al.

1984:125-9, and Chapter 5 below).

Generally speaking, the statement,"the greater the difficulty

of access, the greater the survival of the archaeological

remains", can be regardedas a rule of thumb for assessingthe

likelihood of preservationof removable artifacts. Roads often

follow the tramlines and may cut through sawmill sites but

their effect is, in itself, minor. Their provision of access

for vehicles, logging operationsand sightseersis more important.

Bottle hunters have also played their part in site destruction,

removing artifacts and digging holes everywhere. Vandalism has

evidently occurred at some sites but this is difficult to

distinguish from natural destruction.

Finally the processof erosion may be considered,although it

is hard to quantify. The stream-sidelocation of many sites made

them susceptibleto flood, although the mills were usually sited

above the normal flood level. The denudation of the vegetation

around the mills during operation also produced water and wind

erosion following the abandonmentof the site. The regeneration

of vegetationwas, however, very rapid and along with the soil

regimes, vegetation is generally stable on surviving sites.

Erosion therefore, is probably not a major factor in the

destructionof sites.
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4.3 VISIBILITY

In the course of the archaeologicalsurvey it was seen that

the presentenvironmentalconditions in the area;of the sites

being investigatedhad a major bearing on the quality of data

which could be extracted from the site. Conditions changed very

much -from site to site but the same set of variables were

responsiblefor the level of visibility at each site. These

were the climate, the forest type, the stage of forest growth,

the influence of fire and the nature of the archaeological

remains.

The primary environmental factor is that of vegetation cover.

In a mature and well establishedforest leaf litter and other

detritus may cause ground surface visibility to be zero, but

this is not necessarilya drawback as the major excavationsand

foundations are usually discernible. This was the case at

site 018, 'Whiskey Creek' where the features were clearly

recognisablealthough covered with tall thick grass and litter.

Conditions at this site were, however, very dry •. More typical

of the Wombat Forest was site 016, 'Wheeler'sMill' on the

Lerderderg River, where sword grass and blackberry have choked

the area with a mat of vegetation up to 1 m thick. Bracken and

ferns are two other plants which tend to cover sites, although

to a lesserextent. Generally speaking, the wetter forests

have thicker understory and ground cover growth and hence less

visibility. This is true on both the macro- and micro-climatic

levels. One benefit of this is the tendency of tree ferns to

establishthemselvesin the excavationsof sawmill sites where

wetter microclimatic conditions occur.
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This may sometimes be used to help locate sites as it was in

the case of site 017, the 'Comet Mill'. Other plants such as

bracken, blackberry, tea tree, broom and many other introduced

and native shrubs also have a tendency to colonise disturbed

soils either following the mill's destruction or subsequent

disturbancesuch as the activities of bottle collectors.

The regrowth and· maturation of trees on the site may disguise

the site either by dropping litter and branchesor changing the

soil surface via root and trunk growth. Sometimesthe original

clearing ｾ ｳ maintained by reuse or bushfire, but mostly the

sites are covered by tree growth. This is due to the simple

fact that the loggers removed all the mature timber in the

vicinity and regrowth occurred uniformly on and around the sites

following abandonment.

Visibility is not a static thing but is constantly changing in

responseto annual and longer term climatic changesand growth

and decline of the forest vegetation. The most obvious example

of this is the influence of fire. Since bushfires have occurred

in practically all of Victoria's forested areas even in the

last 50 years, all mill sites have been affected in some way.

At its simplest the processof fire-born destructionand

subsequentregrowth has 4 or 5 stages.

(1) The initial fire varies in intensity ranging from the 'cool'

understory fire which burns the ground litter and perhapssinges

the leaves on the trees, to the wildfire which kills everything

(King 1963).
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(2) Immediately following the fire visibility is greatly

increasedand the survey may take advantageof this for the

two to six months before regrowth obliteratesthe features

once again. I did not have this opportunity, but Stamford et al.

(1984) includes some observationsmade following the 1983 Ash

Wednesdayfires.

(3) Regrowth may come in the form of the re-establishmentof

the pre-fire conditions if the fire was not an intense one,

but where wildfire has killed all or most of the trees, the

regrowth is spectular. Many Eucalypts and understory species

have the ability to regenerateprofusely from seed following

fire and the mountain ash is probably the best at this. Three

to six months following a major fire is all it takes to reduce

visibility to zero.

(4) The next stage involves the growth period of the new forest

when numbers of plants decreaseas they grow larger and

visibility gradually increases.

(5) This again stabiliseswhen the forest reachesmaturity

in 30 to 40 years (Holliday & Hill 1983).

A final factor influencing archaeologicalvisibility is the

nature of those archaeologicalremains in their original and

surviving states. This is related to the type of site and

hence level of technology and the other aspectsof preservation

outlined above. It appearsthat sawmilling becomes

archaeologicallyvisible only when a particular level of

technology or production has been reached.
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This can either be expressedas a daily output of superfeetof

sawn timber, or the length of the period of production. An

example of the latter is site 002 which was not a particularly

large mill at any state, (about 4,000 superfeetper day) but

had a mill on the site continuously for 60 years and so has

left considerableremains (Houghton 1980:60-4). Techniques

of production which utilised resilient materials such as stone,

concrete and brick clearly have a better chance of being seen

while the larger mills also tend to require more and larger

excavations.

4.4 ASSESSING THE VARIABLES

Trying to assessthe degree to which these factors have influenced

the collection of data is difficult, except to say that out of

50 or so investigationsof possible site location,S were

obviously destroyed by bulldozing or logging activities, 6 or

7 were on cleared farm land or in areas developed for other

uses and a dozen or so were completely obscured by undergrowth.

This is not to say that these sites were totally destroyedor

could not be found with greater effort, but that with the

limitations of the nature of this project and the available

time for the survey, they were not found. The number of 20th

century sites found was higher than 19th century ones, but since

there appearsto have been a greater number of mills constructed

in this later period the sample is not as disproportionateas

it seems. The differential preservationhas had a greater

influence than visibility, which if anything should favour

earlier sites in the Wombat FOlest where the environment is

drier and undergrowth far less than either Mt. Disappointmentor

ｴ ｨ ｾ Upper Yarra Forest.
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DATA FROM THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter includes the information collected from field

survey and site investigation. The sites are describedin two

groups; those that have been examined and. recorded briefly as

part of a general reconnaissancesurvey, and those which have

been investigatedin detail with all the visible archaeological

features being describedand drawn, following the methods of

survey and selection of sites for further investigation

described in Chapter 2.

In gathering data during the survey I was concernedwith

supplementingthe information already obtained from documentary

sourcesabout particular sawmill sites with archaeological

evidence from these documentedsites, and other undocumented

ｳ ｩ ｴ ･ ｾ Ｎ As well as this, the aim of assessingthe nature of

archaeologicalremains was kept in mind. The sites described

in detail were initially chosen as possible type sites

representingdifferent levels or types of technological develop-

ment. This of course could only be done after the pattern of

sites had been assessedand the archaeologicalmanifestations

of the specific technological elementscould be recognised.

5.2 IDENTIFICATION AND NOMENCLATURE OF SITES IN THE STUDY AREAS

The three maps accompanyingthis section show all of the saw-

mills and timber tramways which I have been able to identify in

the study areas (Figs. '1)10£" ). These sites cover all periods
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including the first mills which cut the virgin forests and the

later mills which utilized subsequentregrowth forests.

The data for these maps comes from several sourcesincluding my

own field observations,the published field work of the Light

Railway ResearchSociety, current topographic maps and the

historical maps and 'documentsof the various government departments

responsiblefor forests in the periods concerned (see Chapter 2

for a discussionof the sources).

For clarity and comparability, the maps of the three areas

have been drawn and reproducedto the same scale, (1:100,000).

This is also the scale of the National Topographic map series

used for locating and investigating sites in the study areas

and from which grid referencesfor each site were calculated.

Site names are those by which the mill was known, during its

operation. This was usually the owner's name, whether a company

or individual, but sometimesit was known by the manager'sname.

For example, the mill at Starling's Gap (site no. 007) was known

after the manager, Herman, while it was owned and operated by

the Warburton Timber and Tramway Company and then as Porta's

when it was taken over by the Victorian Hardwood Company who

formed the Ada River Timber Company in 1920 to operate the

mill (Stamford 1984:89, Winzenried 1981:5'-6).

A third form of naming was the nickname or toponym. Blake's

employeesdubbed three of his mills near Blakeville, 'Limbo',

'Starlight' (supposedlybecausestarlight prevailed when they

went to and from work) and 'Paradise' (Houghton 1980:37-9).
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The various mills operated by the Victorian Hardwood Co. in the

Ada Valley were named after that river: Ada No. I, No.2, No.3,

New Ada and Burnt Ada.

Sites are identified on the map by a number which refers either

to the 'Description of Sites' section 5.3, (ie. sites 001-026).

... • • ' ｾ 1
." Ｍ ｾ Ｎ Ｇ

5.3 THE RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY. DESCRIPTION OF SITES

The information in this section is derived from my own field

observations.supplementedby material from historical sources,

firstly in order to locate sites and secondly to aid in their

identification and interpretation.

Site 001 'Fitzsimmons' 1860s on, 'Snowball' ? to 1890.

Investigated30/3/85, Map Reference: Castlemaine7723 757540.

The precise location of this mill has been difficult to ascertain,

but it has been included to demonstratesome of the difficulties

of conducting a survey such as this. It is a good illustration

of the problems of visibility and preservationdiscussedin

Chapter 4. The area is covered by a three to four year old

regrowth of Messmate (Eucalyptus obliqua) and Stringybark

(E. macrohyncha). This has evidently followed an intense fire

and subsequentlogging of the area, resulting in a greatly

disturbed ground surface. The tracks of bulldozers, four-wheel

drive vehicles and logs being 'snigged' out of the forest may

have destroyedwhatever was left of the site. The presenceof

the mill in the area is attestedto by several artifacts

including a 3 m length of stearn pipe, a 25mm by 450mm iron bolt
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and several pieces of sheet metal, possibly boiler plate. The

location of these artifacts coincides with the vague description

in the Lands Department sawmilling licencing lists as, 'on a

ridge of the Great Divide at the head of Distill Creek'. The

artifacts came from different locations about 50 metres apart,

a hundred metres from Distill Creek and 60 metres from the

nearest road. The final piece of circumstantial evidence is

that the road is called 'Burnt Mill Road'. However, at least

two other mills existed along this route. This is meagre

evidence for locating a site and adds little more than the

historical record offers, although it still may have some value

for interpretationsof site location.

Site 002 'Christian' 1880-1918, 'Morton' 1918-1930, 'Anderson'

1930-1942 investigated30/3/85 Map Ref. Castlemaine7723 728539.

This is a particularly large site with obvious archaeological

features, in contrast to site 001. The most prominent is a

sawdust heap more than 50 metres in diameter. The sawmill was

placed on nearly level ground 80 metres west of the Campaspe

River with a small stream running between it and the sawdust

heap. A tramline served the mill, collecting logs from the

south along the branching logging line and despatchingsawn timber

to Chanter'sLane, 5 km to the north (Houghton 1980:64).

This tramway can be easily discernedas a level permanentway,

skirting the site to the west. At the site, there are many

square postholeswhich I believe to be from the main. mill

building. They are generally 250-250 mm and 300 to 600 mm

deep. Unfortunately, too few could be located to establish the

plan of the building.
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In the same area as these postholesare what appear to be stone

foundations constructedwith mortar and projecting from 200 to

300 mm above the surrounding soil. They form a rough square

about 2 m across. In the same area, possibly associatedwith

the foundations, were several metal artifacts including bolts,

plate, wire rope and a bearing carrier.

Near the southern edge of the clearing in which the site is

probably the site of a house or workshop associatedwith the

Some brick rubble is in and around this depressionand it is

located is a shallow rectangulardepressionapproximately 4 x 5 m.

About 10 m west of this spot is an earth wall dam,mill.

10 x 15 m. It does not appear to be a Forest Commission fire

fighting water supply, and as this site is high on the divide

the intermittent water supply from the streamsmay have been
ｾ
I. supplementedby the dam. It may also have been storage for the

boiler water supply.

Site 003 'Hall' 1870-1896, 'Orr' 1937-1944. Investigated

30/3/85 , Map Ref. Bacchus Marsh 7722 609548.

This site is about 40 m south of Greenhills Road at Greenhills.

On the site there is a structure of round and partially squared

timbers roofed with corrugated iron and bark sheets. It is

clearly the bUilding erected by Orr in 1937-38 on the site of

Halls' earlier mill. It representsthe most simple method of

mill construction where untreated, roughly cut poles are set in

the ground with similar timbers across them for a flat roof.

There are still internal fittings and machinery in the mill,

but as I was unable to gain accessto the interior of the site

I could not investigate these fully.
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Of interest is a 1.5 m diameter x 2.5 m long boiler set on its

end near the .site. It is constructedof rivetted, rather than

welded plates, indicating a date contemporarywith Halls' original

mill. Water for the boiler would have come from Dale Creek 50 m

south of the site. Unusual for the area, the mill is on cleared

private.land, and would have been so when first constructed

(Houghton 1980:66, Sutherland 1888, Vol.2:427). This fact, and

the late reuse of the site is probably responsiblefor its

unusual preservation.

Site 004 'Blakeville'. Investigated30/3/85, Map Ref. Bacchus

Marsh 7722 526455 - general area.

This is the township of Blakeville which provide& accommodation

and servicesfor several mills ｮ ･ ｡ ｲ ｢ ｹ ｾ notably the four Blake

mills which operated ｢ ･ ｴ ｾ ･ ･ ｮ 1864 and about 1900 (Houghton

1980:37-40). Several buildings of the period are still standing.

Site 005 'Barkstead'. Investigated30/3/85, Map Ref. Castlemaine

7723 423500 - general area.

Another village serving local sawmills. In this case those of

Anderson from 1866-1882 (Houghton 1980:20) and O'Hehir in the

1940s. The site of Anderson'smill is marked by a large sawdust

heap - once covering 4 acres (Houghton 1980:28) but now much less.

I have included the sites of these two villages as an indication

of an alternative form of the industry where the mill communities

are able to establishpermanentsettlementseither linked to a

single mill, as at Barkstead, or several as at Blakeville. Such

places may offer an opportunity to study social processesof the

sawmill community but are heyond the scope of this thesis.
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Site 006 'Worleys' early 1900s.

Healesville 8022 871091.

Investigated3/4/85, Map Ref.

There is a currently operating mill at this site made of rough

logs and sawn timber. It is situated 30 m south of the road and

20 m south of the Poweltown tramway allignment. Clearly the site

of the 1900s mill although it is ,difficult to establish the age

of the building. Modern modifications in plant and structure

are obvious, but in the rude constructionand plan this is still

in keeping with the old bush type mill.

Site 007 'Starling's Gap' - Warburton Timber and Tramway Co. -

1920, Ada River Timber Co., 1920-1927. Investigated3/4/85,

Map Ref. Healesville 8022 943139.

The feature of this site is a large sawdust heap in the gully

north of the gap about 50 m across and 6 m high. Along the

south-westboundary of the sawdust heap water erosion and bottle

collectors have exposed a large amount of domestic rubbish

including glass, crockery and bones. Finds 014-020 were collected

here. A superficial analysis of this material indicates it is

of 1920s to 50s manufacture (Hutchinson 1981). More useful than

its potential for dating, is the indication of domestic activity

at the site which I have not seen mentioned in documentary

referencesto the site. The course of the tramway can be

discernedalong the northern side of the gap heading north-west

to Warburton and south-eastinto the Ada Valley. The site of

the mill building was not discovered but has probably been

destroyed by road works. The area to the east of the sawdust

heap, ie. the top of the gap, has been levelled for a road

junction and picnic area.
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Site 008 'High Lead Summit' VHC 1926-1942.

Map Ref. Healesville 8022 979104.

Investigated3/4/85,

I have included this site as an example of the ancillary industry

which operatedalong with the sawmills. Here winches were used

to haul log trucks over a high ridge between the Ada and Big

Creek valleys on the way to Powelltown. On the summit of Dowey

Spur the foundations of the winching house can be seen near the

clear route of the incline tramway. Several pieces of machinery

can also be found including cables, pulleys, winding gears and

a cable drum, along with bearing carriers and cable tensioners

and other unidentifiable pieces such as plates, bolts, brackets

etc. While this site was only manned ty two or three workers

the broken domestic glass and crockery at the site may indicate

that it was a living area as well.

Site 009 'Ada No.2' 1927-1939.

Healesville 8022 978118.

Investigated10/4/85, Map Ref.

This mill lies north of the Ada River on land rising to the east.

Extensive remains are to be seen. The main building was aligned

north-west to south-eastwith a tramway running past on the

higher (eastern)side. On the western side a large level area

indicates the marshalling yards for storing trucks loaded with

logs and sawn timber. Artifacts around the site include pulley

wheels, cables, bogy wheels, water and steam pipe, a circular

saw blade, rails, bearings and machine fittings, building hard-

ware such as bolts, bracesand bracketsare also common. Two

boilers are also on the site. One is situated in the north-

east corner of what was the main building, the other above the,
track leading north to the 'New Ada Mill'.
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The first is built in with brickwork including a brick fire box.

Other brick foundations for engines and machinery are also

evident. It is worth noting here that there ｩ ｾ ｮ ｯ vehicular

accessto the site, nor does there appear to have been in the

past and this I feel is the factor contributing to the high

survival rate of portable artifacts such as bogeys and pipe

which would normally be removed for scrap. Unusually, there is

no sawdust heap at this site - the waste may have been washed

away in floods, or more likely, burnt as fuel. This site is

describedin full in 5.5.3.

Site 010 'Incline to New Ada' 1931-1942.

Map Ref. Healesville 8022 979126.

Investigated10/4/85,

Like 008, this is a winching site, only here the major machinery

is fairly intact. On the west side of the incline 250 m north

of the Federal corssing is the 4 m x 1.8 m diameter boiler.

About 5 m south of this is a single drum twin cylinder steam

winch still reasonablycomplete. Just south of this is a

collapsed building of timber and iron sheeting 4 x 4 m, and

across the track is a large grassy clearing with traces of

other buildings. It appearsthat most of the featuresof the

works in this area can be recognized from the remains, including

the machinery, the dwellings and the tramways.

Site 011 'New Ada Mill' 1933-1942.

Map Ref. Healesville 8022 980135.

Investigated10/4/85.

On a spur between branchesof the Ada and Little Ada Rivers.

Most of the structure of the mill has survived with thE wall
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and roof beams of foot diameter logs collapsed across the

foundations. The machinery has been removed. The beams of the

mill and the very large tree stumps in the area show no signs

of burning or charring which seems to indicate that the mill

escapedthe fires of January 1939 which destroyedmany mills

in the area including the nearby Ada No.1 and Ada No.2.

It has also escapedthe 1983 Ash Wednesdayfires (Stamford

et al. 1984:120).

On the tramway about 50 m south-westof the mill rails and

cables remain and west of this tramway about. 30 m south-westof

the mill are the remains of at least ten weatherboardbuildings,

one of which is still standing, although it has obviously

been patched and reconstructedconsiderably. The site is

dealt with in detail below in 5.5.3.

Site 012 'New Federal' 1934-1939.

Ref. Healesville 8022 993127.

Investigated10/4/85, Map

Remains of this site are almost as substantialas 011. However

the mill timbers are mostly burned or removed. On the tramway

approach is a 1.8 m diameter cable drum and cog wheel. The

foundations of the mill machinery are again of concrete formed

in timber shuttering with bolts set in. The site has a gentle

slope with excavationsfor providing machine space under the

floors and providing the various level work areas. Several

tramway formations radiate from the site. Two huts remain

standing to the south-east,while another closer to the mill

site is collapsed. Several may have been in this area about

30 m south-westof the mill. Pottery and glas is also in the

area of the hut sites.
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Site 013 'Regular camp' 1890-1933? Investigated10/5/85,

Map Ref. Yea 7923 367666.

This has been extensively levelled for reuse as a forestry camp

but some relics remain. The plan shows the rubbish dump,

water storage dam, log structure (probable sawmill site) and

sawdust heap. Again the mill is sited on a slope of about

1 in 5 within 50 m of a creek, a branch of Dabminga Creek.

The timber structure is made of 500 mm diameter logs laid

across a 12 m long and 1.5 m deep excavationand bolted together

to form a platform. Hand made 'bricks are near the area,

possibly associatedwith the mill site. The sawdust heap is

about 33 x 30 m and 2.5 m at its highest point but has

obviously been very much denuded. A cross section on the

south side shows two distinct burnt layers suggestingthat

fire may have destroyed the site more than once. The material

in the rubbish dumps appearsto be of early to mid-twentieth

century and so would be from a period contemporarywith the

later years of the mill's operation.

Site 014 'Easter Monday' Robertson 1883-88, Hall 1888-1910.

Investigated4/7/85, Map Ref. Castlemaine7723 612491.

This site is mostly destroyed. Bulldozing beside the Simpson

Reef Road has cut through it, but features such as a 4 x 5 m

levelled area and a shallow 1 m wide trench remain on the

southern edge along with domestic rubbish and pieces of broken

machinery nearby (Houghton 1980:66).
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Site 015 'Wheelers' 1878-98.

Castlemaine7723 577512.

Investigated4/7/85, Map Ref.

This site is on a fairly steep slope on the south bank of the

Lerderderg River between Wheeler Road and Lerderderg Road.

The steepnessof the site is unusual, about 1 in 4 but this is

probably due to the absenceof a more level area in this very

narrow, gorge-like valley. The mill area can be located as

a terracedarea running east-west50 m from, and parallel to,

the river. The tramway, leading into the mill site from the

west is clearly visible as a 2 x 3 m wide permanentway.

This enters the site at a high level. Featuressuch as the

excavatedterraces, trenchesand postholescan be distinguished

over an area approximately 15 x 30 m. No brick, concrete or

stonework was present, indicating the mill was probably built

entirely of timber including any machinery foundations (Houghton

1980:55-56; LDL 1878).

Site 016 (1) Wheeler (2) Frith.

Ref.· Castlemaine7723 556513.

Investigated4/7/85, Map

Another site on the south bank of, and about 30 m from, the

Lerderderg River. The slope is about 1 in 8 but levels off

on both ｳ ｩ ､ ･ ｾ Ｎ Near the river is a sawdust heap 24 x 35 x 14 m

high. Some evidence of terracesand trenchescan be discerned

but generally the area is choked with an undergrowth of black-

berry and sword grass.

Site 017 'Comet Mill' ｾ Ｘ Ｘ Ｐ Ｍ Ｑ Ｙ Ｒ Ｐ Ｎ Investigated6/7/85, Map

Ref. Yea 7923 374628. (continued over)
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Site 017 (continued)

A site with many relics although, disturbed by bottle hunters

and vehicles. Described in detail below 5.5.2.

Site 018 '\,hiskey Creek'. Investigated4/7/85, 7/7/85 and

12/7/85, Map Ref. Bacchus Marsh 7722 636441.

A feature of this site is its good preservation,even though no

solid buildings or substantialstructuresof brick or concrete

were used. The earthworks (excavations)reveal the structure

of the site which is described below in section 5.5.1.

Site 019 'Yelland No.2'.

Healesville 8022 842154.

Investigated13/8/85, Map Ref.

On the north side of Britannia Creek Road signposted by the

FCV. The sawdust heap on this site is particularly large

on both sides of the Britannia Creek, 60 x 20 m on the south

side, and 20 x 20 m on the north side. The highest point is

about 15 m from base to top. The stream running through the

sawdust appearsto have changed course and clearly has eroded

much of the heap away. Undergrowth in the area is very thick,

but on the north bank a large stand of treefernsmarks the

mill site. This is on a steep slope, 1 in 6 about 20 m from

the creek running north west - south ｾ ｡ ｳ ｴ Ｎ The excavations

are similar to the type of site 018 only on a larger scale.

Four parallel 2-3 m deep trenchescross the site north east -

south west with trenches between them. Timbers and metal

fitting can be found around the site as well as some iron

rails C5 m.
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Behind and above the mill runs a tramway about 10 m north east

of the mill on this site in an iron boiler. A further 15 m up

the hill some broken crockery and find No. 21 marks the possible

site of a rubbish dump or house.

Site 020 'Yelland No.4'.

Healesville 8022 885149.

Investigated13/8/85, Map Ref.

On the saddle of the head at Britannia Creek. The sawdust

heap here is 60 x 60 m without signs of severe erosion. The

mill site is difficult to distinguish but is most likely on

a steep slope of about 1 in 6, and about 20 m south east of

the creek just below the saddle. At least two terracesindicate

the probable location of the mill.

Site 021 'Flowerdale No. I' 1920-26.

Map Ref. Yea 7923 448558.

Investigated4/9/85,

This site lies between the Kinglake-FlowerdaleRoad and King

Parrot Creek. A tramway which was constructedalong the creek

and which. served this and other mills in the area can be

discerned in several areas both upstreamand downstreamof the

mill site. The mill site itself can be recognisedfrom two

excavations,some brickwork and a levelled area which may have

been a building. A 25 mm bolt is still in place in the brick-

work indicating that this feature was probably a foundation

for machinery. A considerableamount of rubbish has been

dumped in the area, especially in the two excavationsand

bulldozing has also occurred on the site. 'Hoffman' bricks

were used for the foundation mentioned but unnamed firebricks

are also found in the area indicating a permanentboiler was
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installed at the site. The two excavationsmeasure1.5 x 10 x

1 m deep and 2 x 8 x 1.5 m deep. They are not sufficiently

well preservedto identify their purposesfor certain but they

are possibly both saw pits (Alger n.d. 8-9).

Site 022 'Higgs' 1916-24.

Yea 7923 488526.

Investigated4/9/85, Map Ref.

The approach to this site is along PheasantCreek Road. The

site is at the end of the road at the junction of Pheasant

Creek and another creek known locally as Wombat Creek. The

three logging lines which ran in both directions along Pheasant

Creek can be discerned as can the tramway which took timber

up to the Kinglake Road and on to Whittlesea (Alger n.d.:7).

The location diagram shows the arrangementof these lines

at the mill.

The mill building can be clearly recognizedas a level terraced

area on the west side of the low ridge. This measuresabout

8 x 16 m. Near the southern end of this terrace is a 1.5 x

8 x 1.5 m trench marking the main saw pit. No brick or concrete

was found but some traces of timber structure could be seen

along with postholesand possible wallplate trenches.

Approximately 50 m south of the mill building is the r8mains

of a weatherboardhut (collapsed 1977. Alger n.d.:7) with

broken crockery and glass scatteredaround it. A machine

made pickle jar (Find No. 001) of about 1920 was found close

to the mill and may originally have come from the hut sitP-o

Sixty metres due west of the mill and close to the creek is

a 1 x 1.3 m iron water tank probably used as a storagefor

the steam engine.
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A circular saw blade 750 mm diameter x 50 mm pitch was also

found 2 m north of the sawpit.

Site 023 'Carmon's' 1919-22.

Yea 7923 448486.

Investigated4/9/85, Map Ref.

This site is now within the Kinglake National Park and is

promoted as an historic feature via the 'Un-nature Nature

Walk'. That is, features such as the incline tramway and the

sawdust heap are marked with information boards. Archaeological

remains may still survive despite the large number of people

visiting and walking over the site, perhaps becausethey are

concealedby very dense undergrowth which survives in a few

places. It is more likely that the carpark and picnic areas

now cover the spot.

Site 024 'Ried's' 1920-38.

Healesville 8022 908098.

Investigated11/9/85, Map Ref.

The area of this mill has been partially cleared as part of

the FCV walking track, but is still heavily overgrown in

places. Regrowth from the 1983 Ash Wednesday bush fires is

evident. The main excavationscan be clearly seen with the

3 m deep pit for the underfloor drive shaft running north-

south and smaller trenches running off it at right angles.

East of this pit concrete and brickwork marks the location

of the steam engine and boiler foundations. The concrete

measures.76 x 1 m and about .5 m high without signs of any

mounting bolts and is built up against the northern edge of

the excavatedarea.
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Local granite also seems to have been used in constructionas

some with mortar attached was found. Thirty metres north-west

of the mill is a small (10 x 10 m) sawdust heap. It is in an

unusual position being above the level of the site.

Site 025 'State Mill' 1920?-1940.

Ref. Hea1esvi11e8022 971066.

Investigated11/9/85, Map

The FCV began sawmi11ing on its own behalf when it purchased

the Nayook Sawmi11ing Co. mill at Nayook West in 1918. A

few years later it opened this millS km further east. Two

buildings survived at the site and are still in use. Large

levelled terracesto the east show the sites of several other

buildings while the site of the mill can be found 20 m west

of the standing buildings and 30 m east of Pioneer Creek.

The mill site is, however, much obscured by sword grass, bracken

and blackberry. What can be discerned is a very large site

50 x 30 m with at least two large excavationsapproximately

2.5 m deep. Some timbers are still in place across these

excavations,but no machinery foundations or fittings on the

site could be found although one of the huts contained such

sawmill fittings as bearing blocks, rails, pulley wheels and

various nuts, bolts and brackets. The tramway can also be

easily found to the east of the huts and along the eastern

edge of the mill site.
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5.3.1 LOCATION DIAGRfMS FOR THE RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY

The following plans show the locations of mill sites covered

in the survey along with relevant local features.

Symbols used are as follows
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5.4 SUMMARY OF SURVEY DATA

The descriptiveapproach used to set down the survey findings

in 5.3 has the advantageof outlining the observed

archaeologicalfeatures while still recognising the subjective

nature of the method of recording and the associatedproblems

of visibility and preservationwhich would affect interpretations.

However, to facilitate the analysis of the data it has been

useful to present it in the summarisedform of the following

table.

Some data lends itself to this method better than others so

that although I have attempted to include as many variables

as possible some of the more subjective data such as the

quality of constructionor strength of machinery foundations

was left out becauseit proved too difficult to measure.

Subjective though it may be, this sort of data is still

valuable for interpretationof the sites and so has been

included in 5.3 and has also been ｾ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｩ ､ ･ ｲ ･ ､ in the analysis.

Some explanation of the table is necessary.

Sites are identified by numbers, name and reference.

.The total site area refers to the area of the clearing if any,

or the area covered by features which can be related to the

actual mill site.

The slope is that of the immediate area around the mill building.

Distances to town, road and railway refers to the nearest town,

road and railway; contemporarywith the period of operation

of the mill. Where the site was occupied for a long period,

or by several mills, the earliest known mill is used for

reference.

Dimensions for the mill building are taken from the excavations

and features associatedwith the mill.
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The excavation types are:

T = level terrace area

P = post holes

E = deep excavations, trenchesand sawpits

F = shallow trenchesfor floor timbers

The machinery foundation types are:

B boiler base

E steam engines

P = pulleys and drive shafts

S = saws

The materials are:

S stone and rubble

B = bricks

C = concrete

W = wood

Minimum numbers are stated with ( + ) meaning others are

likely, for example, they are suggestedby demolished brickwork

but cannot be identified for certain.

Codes for other buildings are:

H house, hut or other domestic dwelling

W = workshop or other buildings connectedwith the

mill's operation, e.g. blacksmith

S stables

B = boarding house

H/W = domestic or industrial bUilding but not identified

Numbers are minimum discernable.
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Size is of single buildings where only one is present, and the

maximum and minimum range where there are several.

Distancesare from mill to nearestbuilding.

The sawdust heap erosion figures refer to the degree of erosion

or deflation.

o = no sawdust heap was found

1 = completely levelled heap or only traces found

2 low hump, or remnants of heap

3 significant erosion with deflated areas or

deep gullys

4 = some erosion evident

5 = heap appearsintact

Codes for water supply types are:

P permanentstream

I = intermittent stream

D earth dam

T = tank

Where two types are present, distancesare given for each.

Codes for tramway types are:

L = logging lines

T = lines for despatchingsawn timber

I = cable hauled inclines

Number and length refer to brancheswhich were used by each

mill, either to carry logs to the mill or sawn timber out.
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Codes for forest types are:

MG = Messmate/Gumforest

MA = Mountain Ash forest

MM = MessmateGum and Mountain Ash forests

SM = Stringbark/Box and Messmate/Gumforests

They refer to the tree types found in the vicinity of the

mill and are explained in greater detail in Appendix B.

Forest density is measuredon a comparativescale from 1 to

5, 1 indicating open woodland and 5 indicating the densest

mountain forests and are guestimatesof the probable state of

the forests when the mills were first established.

The codes for geomorphology types are:

A = alluvial

C = clay

T = thin soil over rock

D deep soil over rock

E rock

The codes for topology types are:

F flat, such as river terraces

L = lower valley slopes, usually steep

R ridge

S = saddle

U upper valley slopes

More than oue code indicates the site is situated between the

two topography types or covered more than one type.
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Access to mill indicates factors which affect the route to the

mill positively·· on negatively•.

The codes are:

L = level country

o open forest

D = dense forest

H = steep hills

C = long or circuitous route

S = swamp or subject to flooding.
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5.5 THE DETAILED SITE SURVEY

The following three site surveys are not necessarilyrepresentative

examples of the type of site to be found in each study area.

However, one of the criteria for selecting them was that they

should be of the first period of major sawmilling activities in

each area. That ig, the Wombat Forest site (No. 018) although

not dated precisely, is of a period around 1870 to 1880 when this

part of the forest was first being exploited, rather than the 1910's

or 1930's, when other millers moved into the area (Houghton 1980:

66 & 45). Similarly, the Comet Mill site, (No. 017) was the first

mill in that part of the Mount Disappointmentforest. The site

chosen in the Upper Yarra forest is from the first period of

logging by nature of the fact that major changesin the industry

from the 1940's preventedany mills from being constructedto take

advantageof regrowth forests which only matured after mills were

relocated in townships. In choosing these sites in such a way it

was expected that they would more clearly show the contemporary

levels of technology and sawmilling methods during the variou,

periods in question.
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5.5.1 HALLS WHISKEY CREEK MILL, WOMBAT FOREST,SITE NO. 018

lobert Hall operatedseveral sawmills in the Greenhill-Blackwood

region of the Wombat Forest between 1874 and 1910 (Houghton 1980:

66). From 1888 he ran a mill at Simmons Reef and another at

Guppy's Paddock, Greenhills (Lands Department Sawmill Licencing

Lists, (LDL) VGG·1896). No direct referencehas been found to the

Vhiskey Creek mill but as the remains suggest a date contemporary

with the period of Hall's operation in the region, no other miller

is known to have had a mill in the area at that time and track

leading to the mill today is named Hall's 'Track', the identification

is fairly likely.

Hall's Track leaves the Mount Blackwood road 1 km east of the

GreendaleTrentham road and then takes a straight route down a

1 in 8 grade to the bottom of the gully. Bulldozers and four

wheel drive vehicles have extensively rutted the track up to

about 20 m from the mill site, but the track continues relatively

undisturbed in a south-easterlydirection past the mill and along

the south slope of the valley for an unknown distance. [(This

part of the track is not marked on any maps I have seen.)] Beyond

the mill site the track is very overgrown. About 25 m west of the

site the track splits into three. One branch runs parallel to

and along the top margin of the site, the second'leads into the

western edge of the site and the third runs past the bottom of

the site 30 m from and 5-10 m above the level of the creek. This

track continues past the site for 20 m in the direction of the

creek and terminateson a slight embankment. Although no sawdust

heap was found, it is possible that this track was used to cart

the sawdust away from the site to be dumped in the creek bed, and

it has subsequentlybeen washed away•.
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The forest in the vicinity is composedof Messmate (E. obliqua),

Candlebark (E. rubida) and Narrow Leafed Peppermint (E. radiata).

The older trees in the gully are 25-30 m tall indicating that

this is a fairly wet part of the forest. On the drier ridge

at the top of the track the same speciesdo not exceed 25 m.

However, even these would provide suitable saw logs.

The mill site itself covers an area of 25 x 40 metres. Generally

the features are in the form of: (1) Terraces formed by earth

cuttings on the high side and embankmentson the low side;

(2) Shallow trenches 25 to 40 cm wide and up to 40 cm deep;

(3) Deep trenchesup to 2 m deep.

Beginning in the east, are several parallel trenchesapproximately

300-350 mm wide. Some of the trenchesacross the site have

timber in situ. This is usually charred and mostly buried.

(Fig. (21 ». The trenchesappear to be formed either by purpose-

ful sinking of timbers into the soil, as for example, foundations

or wall plates, or else the result of subsidanceof timbers

laid originally on the ground surface. Associatedwith the

trenchesare iron spikes or nails which were found in several

places in situ, as well as scatteredaround the site, obviously

disturbed (Fig. (22». A 25 mm (1 inch) diameter bolt was also

found. These spikes and bolts-were clearly used in the mill

constructionand help to locate structural members and in

particular the junctions of those members. The illustrated

example (Fig. (22» probably locates a timber which supported

beams running in the two trenches to the west of F.2. This

timber is, however, no longer evident.



The trenchesare on two levels; one group on the level of the

top track and another group .6 m below, on the main terrace level

of the mill. Postholesof about 40 cm diameter are evident

under or near several of the trenches. (fig. 23).

The two northernmost trenches, which extent right across the site

from 1.5 m east of F.1 to .5 m west of F.5, have postholesunder

their easternends, 1 m east of F.2 and 4.2 m west of F.2. Since

the timbers which originally lay in these trenches, and of which

traces remain, would probably have been supported by the posts,

it seems likely that the earth embankmentunder them would have

been built after the timberwork had been erected otherwise there

would have been no need for the posts in the first place. Either

side of F. 1 at its northern end is a 3.3 m long trench with a

large posthole under the north end. These are .75 m west and

1.2 m east of F. 1 respectively. The postholes, like many on the

site are quite deep (about 2 m) and well preserved. The earth

around the hole may have been baked hard when the wooden posts

were burnt out. Charred remains of the post can still be seen

in the bottom of the hole. These two postholesand trenches

clearly representa structural unit 'probably designed to support

flooring or equipment above the trench. Just beyond the post-

holes the terraced embankmentfalls away 2 m to the bottom track.

F.1 is a deep excavation running at 90 degreesto the shallow

trenches. It is 1.9 m wide where the sides are still uneroded

and has a maximum depth of 2.5 m at its southern end. The floor

of the trench would be level if not for the fact that soil has

fallen in from the sides in several places. At its northern end

it is shallow and peters out just south and slightly higher than

the bottom track.
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The sides of this trench are between 85 degreesand vertical.

The section west of F.1 repeatssome of the features on the other

side. The trenchescontinue across to feature 2 and beyond.

Those on the top track are difficult to distinguish as soil

has washed down the hill to cover them. Feature 2 is a shallow

excavationabout 1 m deep and 1.5 m wide at the southern end,

narrowing to 80 cm where it crossesthe first of the trenches

to the north and on the bottom track in two steppedsection

(see cross section b-b Fig.13).

Running east from the main part of Feature 2 are two trenches,

one .5 m wide and the other about 1.2 m wide, both of which become

increasingly shallow towards Feature 1. These appear to be

spacesfor drive belts to run, which would indicate that they

would be for the purpose of connecting a motion shaft and pulleys

at Feature 2 to a saw at Feature 1. (fig.24)

Feature 3 is about 4 m west of Feature 2 and measures1.2 x 3 m

x 1 m deep. A trench running north from this with another

trench joining it from F.4 appears to be a drain, as it is very

uneven and without any in situ timbers. Two trenches between

F.2 and F.3 appear to be floor joists, as do others south of F.3.

Feature 4 is a large level area slightly lower than the main
(fig,25).

terracedarea'A Its purpose is uncertain. West of this is F.5,

a long excavation 1.5 m wide and up to 1 m deep but much eroded

and filled in in places. A probe in the bottom revealed at least

20 cm of sawdust indicating a saw was also placed here.
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Several other postholesare evident at the site but their precise

structural significance cannot be ascertainedapart from that

they either supported the floor, roof or walls. A further

feature of the site is marked by five trencheswhich extended

1.7 m south from the southern edge of the top track. These I

believe can be confidently reconstructedas a landing for logs

brought to the mill along the track, or perhaps for loading

sawn timber onto drays. Fig. (12) shows a reconstructionof

this feature.

If the two long trenchesrepresentcontinuous floor joists,

they were probably made up of several timbers. Their total

length is 25.5 m and although logs this long could be found in

the original forest they would have been rare and would have

had a substantialtaper greater than that evident in the trenches

unless they were first squared. This could be worked out by

excavating, as could the general question of whether. sawn or

squared timber was used on the site (at ground level at least).

However, indications at present are that sawn timber was not

used.

It is very difficult to reconstruct the details of the site

but some of its operation can be reconstructed. Logs would arrive

by jinker (there is no evidence of a tramway except for its

possible use around the mill itself i.e. along the top, bottom

and centre ｴ ｲ ｾ ｣ ｫ ｳ Ｉ Ｎ They would be unloaded on the log landing

and then manhandledto the set works and log carriage just east

of F.1. This would be a single affair using chocks and clamps

to hold the log on a wheeled carriage which would pass backwards

and forwards past the main breaking down saw situated over F.1.
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The main saw would be driven by belt from the motion shaft

situatedat F.2. The belt itself would run in the trenches

between F.1 and F.2, which are deeperat F.2 where the larger

pulley wheel would be situated. F.4 may have contained the

boiler for the plant or a portable engine. F.3 and F.5 may have

been sawpits for other saws used to reduce the timber to its

final marketablesizes. The terracedarea to the north, that

is, the area with most of the trenches,would have been used for

storing timber and moving it between saws. Sawn timber could

then be taken out of the mill via the middle track to the west.

A rectangularpit 5 m north of the bottom track is possibly a

tank for storing water for the steam engine; however one would

expect it to be situated above the site, rather than below.

It has squaredsides and the sides are built up with excavated

earth. It was perhapsa tank for other purposes,watering stock

for example, or possibly even a toilet pit.

Sawdust from the saws would fall into the pits below and be

periodically scrapedout and shovelled into wagons on the bottom

track for disposal. Fig. (48) shows a diagramatic representation

of the operation of the mill. While this is only a tentative

reconstructionof the mill operation it fits with what I have

learned of the process in historical sources.

A single find was collected from thiS site: F.001. A black

glass bottle base. This is of a date consistentwith the

suggestedperiod of the mill operation. It is a free blown or

cup moulded piece with an improved pontil kickup in a very

thick glass dated about 1855-75 (Hutchinson, 1980).
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5.5.2 COMET MILL, MOUNT ｄｉｓａｐｐｏｉｎｔｍｅｎｾ SITE 017

Several trips were made to this area before the site was found

even though the clues to its location were evident in Comet

Creek Road and Comet Link Road. As the site location map shows

the mill site is 150 metres along a track which brancheson the

west side of Comet Creek Road 200 m north of Craigs Road. The

site is pretty much in the centre of the Mount Disappointment

plateau at the head of a creek system which flows west into

Sunday Creek via Comet Creek. The Comet Mill was the largest

of four mills operated by the Australian SeasonedTimber Co.

Ltd. (ASTC) in the Mt. Disappointmentforest. A narrow gauge

timber tramline linked the mills to the mainline station and

seasoningworks at Wondong.

The company operatedbetween 1884-85 and 1902 when mismanagement

rather than exhaustionof the forest brought about its closure

(LRRSA 1974:7). Later other mills were ｢ ｵ ｾ ｬ ｴ in the area and

some even used portions of the tramway but bush operationswere

never again on the same scale (Slater 1970).

The archeologicalremains of the mill are quite substantialeven

though the site has clearly been burnt in the past and parts of

it have been bulldozed. The timber constructionof the sawbench

in the south-easternpart of the site has considerableremains

preservedand is of particular interest (Fig,14).

The general area of the site is quite complex. At a point where

the little used tracks diverge is an area with a large scatter

of broken glass and crockery. House bricks were also found here
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and a comparisonwith the photographsof the site taken in 1898

(LRRSA 1974) indicates this was the site of the large boarding

house built by the company for its employees (Slater 1979).

Other areas of bricks and domestic rubbish can be found south-

east of this site, marking the sites of other workers' houses.

At least four of these house sites could be found.

Along a track leading west from the boarding house was an

excavatedarea measuring 40 x 20 m with one rough concrete and

rubble structure. Few specific features could be made out in

this area leaving the interpretationof its purpose or function

uncertain, although I tend to think it is another sawmill site

not connectedwith the Comet Mill. A large sawdust heap about

60 m west of this site measuring 50 x 50 m and up to 15 m high

was well preservedeven though a stream had cut a tunnel under

it and it has recently been on fire. Indications are that this

site is of a sawmill built considerablylater than the Comet Mill,

perhaps in the 1930s.

The site of the Comet Mill lies 60 m south-west of the boarding

house along another little used track. The total mill area

is 55 x 27 m alligned north-west to south-eastalong its long

axis and is on a slope of about 1 in 8. A low sawdust heap

about 40 m across lies 30 m south of the mill with an embankment

running between it and the mill. This embankmentmay have been

used for tipping sawdust but the massive construction (it is

up to 10 m high and 15 m wide) suggestsit may also be a dump

for the earth taken from the mill excavation.
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Eighteen metres north-eastof the mill is a pit 3 x 3.5 x 2.5 m

deep which may have contained a water tank for supplying the

mill boiler and possibly the domestic water supply. This pit,

like most of the excavationsin the area, has been colonised

by treefernswhich are at least 40 years old. Ｈ ｦ ｩ ｾ Ｎ ｺ Ｇ Ｖ Ｉ Ｎ

The trees in the area of the site are 60 - 80 year old Mountain

Ash (E. regnans) in pure stands or with an understory of

Blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon). Trees of both these species

are also growing on the mill site itself, although not of such

an age, perhaps 30 - 40 years. the ASTC actually preferred

Messmate (E. obliqua) as a milling timber as methods of seasoning

Mountain Ash were not developed until the 1920s (Johnson 1974:68,

Slater 1970:4). The Comet Mill probably took its timber from

north and east of the mill where Messmate grew in abundance.

There are several clear features at the mill site. In the

north-west is a 12 x 14 m excavationwith a large amount of

brick and stone rubble scatteredon the ground and in surviving

structures. A 3 x 3.5 msquareof bricks, F.6, composed of

"Hoffman", "Blackburn", "Walkerden" and plain red and cream

pressedhouse bricks as well as "A.R. & F.B. South Yarra" fire

bricks is quite clearly the location of the boiler; the fire

bricks being used to construct the boiler firebox. Three low

stone and rubble structures, incorporating the local granite

as large blocks or rubble as well as some broken bricks,

commence 1.5 m south-eastof the boiler base. Two of these,

F.3 and F.5, have a fairly intact south face and appear to be

retaining walls for two level platforms. Between them is F.4

which has intact faces on both sides and may have been a
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foundation or machinery base, although the rubble construction

would not provide a very stable base for heavy, vibrating

machines or a steam engine. The excavation enclosing these

features is a roughly level terrace 1.9 m deep in the northern

corner. The sides are fallen in places.

On each side of this excavation were other areas of scattered

bricks, F.1D and F.11. South and west of the terrace which

extends across the site linking all these areas of scattered

bricks is a trench 1 m wide, up to 1.5 m deep and 16 m long.

This is filled with at least 1.5 m of earth and forest detritus

and at its north-easternend appearsto have been filled in so

that its original extent in this direction cannot be measured.

Near this end are F.1 and F.2 situated flush with either side

of the trench. these are both concretestructureswith bolts

set in their tops. I believe these to be the foundations for

the primary motion shaft and pulleys, that is the main drive

shaft from which the various saws were driven. This shaft

probably extended to the shorter trench 4 m south-westwhere

another pulley would have driven a saw at F.7. Feature 7 is a

1.7 m wide and 1.2 m deep excavation for a saw pit flanked by

timbers that probably formed part of the floor structure and

machine base. The excavation extends in a curve to the south

for about 10 m (Fig.27 ).

The next excavation to the south-eastis F.8 which is the

largest and deepestand has 2 large timbers in the base with

bolts protruding which I believe are for bearing carriers.

The excavation is 2.8 m wide, 3 m deep at its greatestpoint,

and 14 m long. One 1.3 m long bolt suggeststhat a larger

timber structure was also fitted here. This feature may have
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housed, in addition to a large saw, a secondarymotion shaft

for driving another saw at F.9.

Between F.8 and F.9 is an elevatedarea with several charred

timbers and many bolts and large nails remaining. This was

probably a storage deck for flitches being moved between saws.

The next excavation (F.9) is clearly the sawpit of the breaking

down saw and has several timbers from the supporting structure

surviving. It is 1.8 m deep and 2.7 m wide and only 8 m long

since the slope here is slightly greater than elsewhereso the

level base clears ground level sooner. South-westagain of

F.9 is a level area with timbers and bolts surviving which I

interpret as the log track into the mill where logs would be

transferredto the log carriage for running past the saws. The

terrace above this would have been used for storing logs before

loading them onto the carriage.

The mill is generally on two levels disregardingthe saw pits

and trenches. The saws, boiler room and other fittings are on

one level and the log storagearea and the rest of the upper

terrace, which I believe was the workshop area, are on another.

The western corner of the mill appearsto have been levelled by

a bulldozer resulting in the filling of the ends of the two

trencheshere, the breach of the north-westernedge of the

excavatedwall by four wheel drives using it as a track, and the

destructionof any other feature in the area. A rectangular

pit has survived at the edge of this levelled area which measures

2.3 x 3 m x 1.3 m deep. The purpose of this pit is uncertain

but may have contained a water tank for the boiler supply along

with the earlier mentioned pit above the site.
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5.5.3 NEW ADA ｍｉｌｌｾｕｐｐｅｒ YARRA ｆｏｒｅｓｔｾｓｉｔｅ all.

The new Ada Mill was built in about 1931-2 as part of an

expansionby the VHC. A tramway was built north from the Ada

No.2 Mill for about a mile and a half (2.5 km) with a short

winch hauled incline at the southern end. The mill exploited

the virgin stands of mountain ash on the ridges west of the

Ada river. It appearsto have escapedthe 1939 bush fires but

eventually closed in 1942 following a short period salvaging

the fire killed timber. Today the site may be approachedby foot

from the south along the tramway track or from the north along

a Forest Commission four wheel drive track. (Figs 17&20)

The present forest is predominantly near mature mountain ash

(E. regnans) with the occasionalmessmate (E. obliqua),

mountain grey gum (E. cypellocorpa) and shining gum (E. nitens)

and blackwood (A. melanoxylon). These other specieswere

probably also cut but would have comprised a very minor part

of the mill production compared with mountain ash.

The preservationof the mill is exceptional with the wall posts

and roof beams still surviving although they are collapsed over

the foundations. From their present position it appearsthe

building fell towards the north-east. About 10 m in this

direction there are two wire ropes anchored to large tree

stumps and lying on the ground between the stumps and the mill,

from this it appearsthe mill was purposefully pulled down after

the machinery and salvageablebits were removed. This may have

been done as an act of vandalism by the departing workers in

order to render the building safe. Other features around the

mill have been discussedelsewhere (section '.5.2)
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The mill building is oriented north-southalong its long axis

and measures33 x 21 m. The longest roof beams measure 28 and

18 m but it appearslean-to's made up the extra space. Five

7 m long timbers at the southern end suggeststhe boiler room

in this area was constructedas a lean-to. The roof timbers

are between 350 and 500 mm in diameter and most taper by 50 to

100 mm from end to end. They are what I assumeto be locally

cut Mountain Ash logs with their bark removed. At least nine

posts for supporting the floor or roof remain standing to their

original height and these are of similar timber to the beams.

In several casesnotches and scarfs can be seen in these timbers

indicating various joints. (fig",19J

There are also several concreteand timber structuresremaining

within the mill ｢ ｵ ｩ ｬ ､ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｾ Feature 1 is a circular saw base

composed of twin concrete pillars 900 mm high 2.38 m long and
(fig;28J. /

175 mm wide'A They are set with an 800mm wide space between

them for the circular saw and 100 x 175 x 1,000 mm timbers

would have been used to secure the bearing carriers of the saw.

The top of the structure is roughly level with the floor

elevation of the site indicating timbers could be moved to this

saw without raising or lowering. F. 8 is identical in shape

but slightly smaller than F.l. It is 650 mm high and 2,080 mm

long. Both F.1 and F.8 were probably bases for medium sized

circular saws (up to 1 m diameter) used for resawing timber

into the smaller sizes. This would have involved passing the

timber through the saw by hand.

F.2 is the very solid foundation for the twin cylinder horizontal

steam engine. (fig, 29 l,
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Like all of the concrete foundations at the mill it was formed

in a shuttering of 90 mm wide horizontal sawn timbers the

impressionsof which, including the grain and saw marks, can

still be seen. Bolts are set in the concrete for mounting the

cylinder and flywheel bearings. Its overall dimensions are

4.25 m x 2.55 m x 1.2 m high between the two axle bearing

supports. The flywheel and drive pulley would therefore have

been a maximum 2.4 m diameter.

South-westof F.2 is an area which I have interpretedas the

boiler room although it may not have physically separatedfrom

the mill. Bricks are scatteredover this area with some still

mounted in place. Visibility is poor as the area is overgrown

with Leposperumbut a 2 x 2.5 m area of in situ brick work can

be distinguished. This is constructedof red and cream machine

made bricks of Hoffman, Grindle and other manufacture, fire

bricks made by A.B. and F.B. Co. South Yarra and others with

names only distinguishablein part (i.e. Fritsc...Holze... )

are also scatteredin the area. These would be from the fire

box of the boiler. Another small area of mortared bricks

500 x 200 mm is 3 m west of the larger boiler foundation.(fig.30},

Two.metres north of F.2 is a small timber structure of squared

timbers bolted together. This is F.4 on the plan, and may have

been the mounting point for an idler pulley used to tension the

fast and loose drive belt which would have run in the .6 m wide

and 1 m deep trench which alligns with the centre of F.2. This

trench leads to F.5 which is a 1.8 m wide x 1.8 m deep x 13 m

long excavation for the underfloor primary motion shaft. There

are four identical concrete pillars in this trench as wide as
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the trench and 270 mm thick. They are all on the same level and

have a 115 x 200 mm timber mounted on top with bolts for the

bearing carrier. Four take off pulleys can be recognized from

the four trenches running off the excavation. The westernmost

trench which drove a saw at F.6 passesa roof post which has

had a wide notch cut into it to clear the belt (see ｆ ｩ ｧ ｪ ｾ ｣ ｲ ｯ ｳ ｳ

section a-a).

The foundations of F.6 are again concrete and take the form of
(fig. 311.

2.3 m high walls averaging 400 mm thick.A Openings on the west

and east sides provided accessto the pit for removing sawdust.

This pit extends 1.5 m to the west and east to F.7 and beyond.

The height of this strucuturesuggeststhat a band or sash saw

was used and the arrangementof bolts on the top would indicate

this also. A more solid part of the foundation on the east

side is in line with the trench to F.5 and would have been for

supporting the pulley of the saw.

East of

band or

F.6 is another saw foundation, F.7, probably also a
(fig. 32J.

sash saw'A This is a ｲ･ｾｴ｡ｮｧｵｬ｡ｲ structurevith

approximately 250 mm thick walls. A separateconcrete pillar

540 mm south supported the drive pulley, and the space between

this and the main foundation may have provided under floor

accessto the ｳ ｡ ｾ ｰ ｩ ｴ of F.6. A narrow doorway at the eastern

and western end of F.7 would have been for sawdust removal and

possible inspection of the machinery. Horizontal timbers are

supportedat one end by part of F.7 and by on the ground on the

other end. These are probably floor joists and indicate the

level of the mill floor. South of these timbers and above the

trench between F.5 and F.8 are more timbers supportedabove the
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trench by posts and a beam. This would also have been part

of the floor.

The western side of the site has a substantial timber platform

surviving. This is part of the main log bench and a platform

for transferring logs to the log carriage. Nine 350 mm logs

form the platform on which logs from the bush are transferred

to the mill. These end at a 1.15 m wide x .6 m deep channel

which is basically a space between the log platform and a log

turning bench made with very large 600 mm diameter logs. The

channel probably housed a log carriage which carried logs past

the saw at F.6. This would mean the main breaking down saw

would have been installed at F.6. The log turning bench is

fitted with three 1.3 x .4 m chocks which can pivot on a 50 mm

central pin. These would have been.used to position the logs

on the carriage and to aid in turning them in order to present

the appropriateface to the saw. Immediately south of this

bench is an area with surviving floor structure of 200 x 200 mm

floor joists and bearers. Also in this area is a concrete

foundation 760 x 660 mm with wooden block 840 x 300 mounted

on top. I am inclined to see this as a workshop with the

concrete and wood foundation being a base for an anvil. If

this is so this would probably be the saw doctor's workshop.

The level area of a tramway can be recognized on the eastern

side of the mill. This continuesnorth for at least 40 metres

and south to join the tramway to the Ada No.2. It is very

likely another branch went around to the top of the site (i.e.

the western side), but disturbanceof the northern part by

animals scratching the soil, the four wheel drive ｴ ｲ ｡ ｾ ｫ and

undergrowth have obliterated it.



East of the bottom tramway is a large pit 6 x 4 m x 2 m deep.

Three pairs of 2 m high posts are aligned between this pit and

the end of the excavation under F.6 and F.7. These may have

supportedan elevatedwalk-way or tramway used for removing

sawdust and dumping it in the pit where it was most probably

burnt since there is no sawdust heap to be found near the site.
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ANALYSIS OF SITE DISTRIBUTION

6.1 INTRODUCTION

For this part of the analysis I have taken Site Distribution

to refer to the relationship of sites to one another, to their

markets, transport routes including timber tramways, dray roads

and main line railways, and the forests which sup1ied the timber.

These relationshipsare analysed in ｾ ･ ｲ ｭ ｳ of the density and

pattern of distribution of mills and the distance and direction

between the various elements (Hole and Heizer 1973:355-63).

The data for this section was obtained from primarily historical

sources; records of the various departmentsresponsiblefor

forests, maps showing mill sites, and previous historical

researchand field surveys by the LRRSA which has produced

maps of sawmill sites in Victoria (LRRSA 1974; Alger n.d.;

Houghton 1980; Stamford et al. 1984 etc.). Chapter 2 above

gives greater detail on these sources. The historical material

has been supplementedwith my own field work which has provided

more precise details of selectedsites and helped to confirm

some of the historical material.

The three maps which have been compiled from this researchhave

been used as the basis for much of this analysis and are, I

believe, reasonablyaccurate (Figs. 9 - 11). A possible area

of doubt in the data, however, arises from an inadequate

knowledge of the developmentof roads in the 19th and early 20th

Centuries. It is clear that most country roads were not

trafficable in very wet weather and some could only be negotiated
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in the most favourable circumstances(Houghton 1980:6-9;

Stamford et a1. 1984:5-6; Cronin 1948). What is not so clear

is the frequency of disruption to traffic, (although it is known

that many mills closed for about three months in winter (Forest

Report 1875), or the averagespeedsor costs of transport along

the roads. Without this information it has not been possible

to adequatelyweight the distancesinvolved, according to the

relative difficulties associatedwith transport along the access

routes. Only a very general assessmentof accesscould be made

and has been taken into account in the next chapter. For this

section however, only the raw distancescould be used.

6.2 RELATIVE DENSITY OF SAWMILLS IN THE STUDY AREAS

The density of sawmills in the study areashas been obtained by

randomly selecting four 25 square kilometre blocks in each area,

and averaging the result. This has produced the following figures

which indicate the average number of sawmill sites per 100 square

kilometres.

Wombat Forest

Mt. Disappointment

Forest

Upper Yarra Forest

15.5

5.4

26.5

Insufficient information was available to establishrelative

contemporanietyof all sites, so cumulative figures including

all mills from all periods were chosen in preference. These

still correspondto broad and slightly overlapping periods.

The Wombat mills span the period from 1855 to 1890, with a few

early 20th Century mills, the Mt. Disappointmentfigures refer

to the 1880 to 1920 period and the Upper Yarra figures refer to

the 1910 to 1940 period.
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The figures thereforestill accurately reflect the general levels

of exploitation and the changesin the nature of sawmilling

between historical time periods and geographicalareas. There

can be several explanationsfor these variations, including

economic, environmentaland technological factors.

The mills in the Wombat Forest were generally mobile and of small

capacity. This, coupled with a strong demand for timber, meant

that a large number of millers could operate in the forest,

their size and mobility allowing them to follow the timber as the

nearby standswere cut out.

In the Mt. DisappointmentForest the structure of the industry

was based on highly capitalisedcompanieswith greater investment

in plant and machinery and consequenthigh production from fewer

mills. The ASTC had a virtual monopoly in the western part of

the forest (Slater 1970) while in the Kinglake area most of the

mills were controlled by two companies; Kinglake Sawmills Pty.

Ltd. and Flowerdale Timber Company (Alger n.d.:5,11).

The economic structure in the Upper Yarra Forest appearsto have

been a combination of both large scale highly capitalised

companies, such as the VHC and WT & T Co. and small individually

operatedmills such as Richters mill at Gilderoy (Stamford et al.

1984) with various levels of ownership between. This structure

provided the basis for intensive exploitation of the forests

and consequentlyproduced a very high density of sawmills.

A more vital factor in influencing density was the nature of

the timber in each area. It was the very high timber yield
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in the mountain ash forests of the Upper Yarra which enabled so

many mills, both large and small, to be established.

In the Mt. Disappointment forest, mountain ash was also abundant

but was not utilized during the period under study. The stands

of messmate,however, provided adequatetimber for the scale of

operationsof the ASTC (Slater 1970). As the capital costs of

establishingthe infrastructure for the system (for example

the tramway and the Wandong seasoningworks) were particularly

high, there was a great inertia preventing continual relocation

of mill sites or for other operatorsto establishmills in

competition. Although steep in its approaches,the Mt.

Disappointmentplateau is ｲ ･ ｡ ｳ ｾ ｮ ｡ ｢ ｬ ｹ level and so logs could be

economically carried by jinkers and horse teams for quite long

distances. This ensured that the existing tramway and mill

locations remained economically viable. When the ASTC folded in

1902 it was apparently due to mismanagementrather than lack

of timber (Slater 1970; LRRSA 1974). The company'sgreater

capitalisationalso led to economiesof scale while high

constructioncosts outweighed the advantagesof relocation.

In the Wombat Forest conditions in the industry were to some

extent reversed. Constructioncosts were considerably lower as

a result of the smaller capacity of mills and less technological

complexity while capital investment in works associatedwith

the mills such as tramways and seasoningworks were on average

much lower (Carver n.d. Vol E:70-90; Houghton 1980). Andersons

twenty two kilometre long Korweinguboora tramway built in the

1860s and 1870s was an unusual exception (Houghton 1980:17-28).
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-Because timber yields were considerably lower in the Wombat

Forest it was necessaryto move greater distancesand more

often to ensure a continuous supply of timber. The advantages

of relocating the mill outweighed the costs involved;

constructioncosts being lower than operating costs of the

animal teams required to haul in the logs.

In the Upper Yarra Forest constructionand operating costs

were both higher due both to the economic structure of the

industry and the problems of overcoming difficult terrain.

While it was impractical to cart logs long distancesto mills,

the advancesin haulage technologiessuch as more efficient

steam engines and winches and the adoption of skyline and high

lead haulage systems (Shillinglaw 1936) enabled millers to

exploit the timber. The higher timber yield also enabled mills

to continue operating from some site for a fairly long period,

｡ ｢ ｯ ｾ ｴ 10 to 20 years on average (McCarthy 1983). This can

probably be taken as the time it took to cut ont the timber

within the limits of economic exploitation.

6.3 SAWMILL DISTRIBUTION IN RELATION TO THE USE OF

TIMBER TRANWAYS

The use of timber tranways to cart logs and sawn timber was

widespreadthroughout the period under study. The distribution

and frequency of these tramways, however, varies between regions

and historical periods. There has also been some variation in

the nature of the use of these tramways. The following table,

showing the number of sawmills per region, has been compiled

from all available sourcesand refers to all periods (Fig. 33 ).
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Tramways are distinguishedas logging lines (those used to

bring logs from the forest to the mills) and timber despatch

lines (those used to send sawn timber to towns, main roads or

railways).

The most obvious difference between the regions is that the

Wombat mills were less dependenton tramways of either type.

Only 35 percent of Wombat mills used tramways, the average

length of which was 9.5 kilmoetres. This compareswith 92

percent of mills in both the Mr. Disappointmentand Upper Yarra

Forestswith average lengths of 16.2 and 13.2 kilometres

respectively. differences in the ratios of logging lines to

despatch lines are minor but may indicate a slightly greater

dependenceon logging than despatchlines in the Wombat Forest

compared with the other areas. The fact that tramways were

the primary, and often only, accessroute to mills in the

Mt. "Disappointment and Upper Yarra Forests and that they were

also used for transporting logs explains the ratio. The very

slight difference in tramway use between the Mt. Disappointment

and Upper Yarra Forests may be insignificant becauseof the

small Mt. Disappointmentsample and the fact that there were

only three mills with logging lines but no timber despatchlines

in the Upper Yarra Forest and none in the Mt. Disappointment

Forest.

The lower usage of tramways in the Wombat Forest can be explained

by several factors. Time of operation: The use of tramways

using vehicles with flanged wheels running on rails was still a

recent technological development in the mid 19th Century.

Although animal hauled tramways can be traced back to the 1603
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"Rayle-way" at Woolaton near Nottingham (Baxter 1966;20). It is

not until the early 1800s that the tramway became a common

method of transport, and only after 1825 that steam engines

became acceptedfor railway haulage (Baxter 1966; Bachonnan1972).

This was the case in Britain but in Australia the Wombat tramways

followed the first steam railway in Australia by only a couple

of years. The progressionfrom the steel railed coal ｴ ｲ ｾ ｭ ｷ ｡ ｹ ｳ

of Britain to timber railed tramways in Australia has not been

researched,but I believe that it occurred not long before the

1850s. Anderson's 1873 tramway was probablyone of the first

timber tramways in Victoria to use steam traction (Houghton

1980:23). The adoption of tramways appearsto have been a

fairly slow processand required other stimuli to make them

more widespread.

Nature of the forest and environment: The Wombat Forest is

ｧ ･ ｮ ｾ ｲ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｹ less rugged than either Nt. Disappointmentor Upper

Yarra. The coninuous elevated ground along the ridges and the

Great Divide provided a route for carting timber by dray and

jinker through fairly open forest while avoiding steep slopes

and swampy ground, although what roads there were, were still

"Rutted dustbowls in summer and execrablemud traps in winter"

and caused many mills to close for the winter (Houghton 1980:

7; Report of the Secretaryfor the Department of Agriculture

1874, 1875). The condition of roads in the other forests was

no different (see Stamford 1784:7-8) but there the problem was

solved by use of tramways for all transport.

The Upper Yarra Forest, and to a slightly lesser degree the

Nt. DisappointmentForest, were so closely forested that the
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trees themselvesproved a barrier to travel, it being almost

impossible to steer a team of up to eighteen bullocks or horses

through them. rhese areaswere also disected by steep valleys

which required more circuitous and sophisticatedmethods of

road making and so encouragedthe widespreaduse of tramways

and in particular the winch hauled incline to gain accessto

logging areas.

Inclines do not appear to have been used in the Wombat Forest

but at least two are known from the Mt. DisappointmentForest

(Alger n.d.; LRRSA 1974) and a great many were used in the

Upper Yarra Forest such as the High Lead and Bump inclines

and the several rising up the southern slopes of Mr. Donna

Buang and Ben Cairn (Stamford et al. 1984; Winzenried 1981).

There is an obvious, but poorly defined correlation between the

ruggednessof the terrain and the quality and density of timber,

ｷ ｨ ｾ ｣ ｨ meant that the first economically disadvantageousfactor

was balanced out by the second economically favourable factor.

6.4 SAWMILL DISTRIBUTION IN RELATION TO DISTANCE TO MARKETS

The relationship of sawmill sites to the markets they supplied

is difficult to assessin great detail as it is rarely known

where any individual mill sent its timber, or what happenedto

the timber after despatch- that is whether it was rerouted

to a different market. However by examining the accessroutes

and general historical comments on markets it is possible to

get some idea of the relationship. The possibility of timber

being sold locally or to nearby small towns and rural areas has

not been consideredhere, as there is very little reference
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to such trade, and what there was appearsto have been very

minor. I believe that the weighting of distancecannot be made

with any certainty, so that it is not possible to compare a

mill 10 km from a railway with a tramway connection to another

mill, a similar distanceaway, but dependenton bullocks.

The areasclosest to Ballarat and Daylesford (the earliest and

primary destinationsfor timber from the Wombat Forest and the

first to be exploited) had a great advantagein terms of distance,

being less than half the disitance to their markets than any

later areas. As well as demonstratingthe trend to cut the

nearest timber first, those close proximity of source and

market may help explain how the industry developed in its early

years with very low capital investment (Houghton 1980; Rule 1967).

The total absenceof tramways in the southwestof this ｦ ｯ ｲ ｾ ｯ ｴ

is also a consequenceof this type of development.

Overall distancesto despatchpoints, that is main roads,

railways and nearest towns, were fairly consistent. Most were

in the 5 to 15 km range. The Whittlesea main tramway was an

exception as it was necessaryto create a longer link to the

main line railway at Whittlesea. Most mills in the Upper Yarra

Forest would come into this range if the Yarra Junction to

Powelltown tramway is regardedas a main line railway. To

all intents and purposesit operatedas such, being the only

timber tramway in Victoria permitted to run a public passenger

service: which it did along with a time tabled service of

timber ｡ ｮ ｾ general goods (LRRSA 1974: Stamford 1984).

The steady increasein overall distance to final markets can be

clearly seen from Fig. 35 a trend which can also be seen in
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other Victorian forests. For example the opening up of the

Otway Forest in the 1880s involved distancesof 75-80 km to

Geelong and more than 130 km to Melbourne or Ballarat (Houghton

1975), while the Noojee and Gippsland Forests, logged from the

1920s were more than 120 km from Melbourne (LRRSA 1974:48).

The widespreadadoption of timber tramways from the 1880s marks

a hiatus in the industry and reflects dramatic changesin the

economic structure of sawmilling, as well as reflecting the

destructive impact of sawmilling on the virgin forests which were

the basis of sawmilling in the 1860s and 1870s. The same trend

of developing new industry in virgin forests can be recognised

elsewherein Victoria; in the Otways in the 1890s (Houghton

1975); Alexandria-Rubicornfrom 1906 (Stamford 1969; 71; 73);

Erica-Walhalla in the 1930s (Gillespie 1967; Jude 1970; 1972;

1973); and Noojee from the 1920s on (Buckland 1947).

6.5 DISCUSSION OF PATTERNS OF DISTRIBUTION

The pattern of distribution of sawmills is closely related to

the system of accessand transport routes and especially the

tramways. In the latter stagesof the industry a dendritic

pattern of tramways developed, reinforced by connectionsto main

line railways and reflecting the structure of mill ownership

and control.

A dendritic pattern is evident in the Wombat Forest, particularly

around Daylesford and Trentham where the Telegraph Sawmill Co.

near Daylesford, and Harden and Midgely near Trentham built

several tramways and branchesinto the forest.
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However, thi.s pattern is nowhere developed in the Wombat Forest

to the extent that it was elsewhere. The distribution pattern

in the Wombat Forest is basically a combination of a perimeter

band of sawmills on the edge of the forest and a radial pattern

which penetrateddeeper into the forest (Fig. 36 ). Each of

the radial spokes representsan individual mill operator or

company either relocating their mill closer to the timber or

extending their operationswith extra mills and/or tramways

deeper into the forest. The radial pattern was produced by the

existenceof multiple markets, a preferenceof millers for taking

the shortest route from mill to road, railway or town and the

absenceof co-operationby millers in sharing tramways as was

donw in the Mt. Disappointmentand Upper Yarra. The resulting

system meant that mills in the south-westsupplied Ballarat,

those in the north-west supplied Maryborough, Daylesford and

Castlemaineand those in the north-eastand east supplied

ｂ ･ ｾ ､ ｩ ｧ ｯ and Melbourne (Houghton 1980:6: Royal Commission 1899).

Mt. Disappointmenthad two distinct dendritic systemsaccounting

for all but one of the known mills (Fig.37). These two systems

connectedwith main line railways at Wandong and Whittlesea,

where timber was despatchedto Melbourne. One incline was

associatedwith each system but for different purposes. The

Wandong system required an incline to scale the plateau and gain

accessto all the mills on the system while on the Whittlesea

system a single mill (Carmon's, site 023) at the bottom of a

steep valley, used an incline to reach the tranway on the ridge.

A feature of the whole pattern is the long section of tramway

extending from the despatchpoint and dividing into two branches

about half way along the system. These branchesagain divided

into short logging ｬ ｩ ｮ ｾ ｳ Ｎ
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The mills were sited along the branch lines and often at the

junction of logging lines. The pattern was primarily due to the

centralisedownership of the mills and the large capital

investment which this centralisationpermitted and which funded

the initial creation of the major tramway system.

The pattern of distribution in the Upper Yarra Forest was

similar to that in the Mt. Disappointmentarea, but far more

complex and extensive (Fig. 38). The Warburton-Melbourne

railway provided the focus of several major tramway systemsand

many more smaller branch lines connecting both with the main

railway and the larger tramlines. The major tramway systems

included Richards tramway to Starvation Creek, the Starlings

Gap and Federal Timber Company system into the Ada Valley, the

Brittania Creek system and the Powelltown tramway (Winzenried

1981). These systems had many branch lines serving mills owned

by .the same company which ran the tramline or by other

individual sawmillers and companieswho paid for the right to

use the main tramways. The density of the system was possible

becauseof the high timber yield in the forest and the

consequentlarge number of mills, each of which contributed a

small part to the system. The overall area covered is not

much greater than in the Mt. DisappointmentForest but more

than ten times as many mills operated in the area. Again, like

theMt. Disappointmentsystem mills were located along main

lines and branchesand particularly at junctions where logging

lines extended to reach the timber supply. The obvious trend

of tramways to follow stream valleys and the consequencefor

site location is dealt with in the next chapter.
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ANALYSIS OF SITE LOCATION

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The factors which influenced the location of sawmill sites were

primarily environmental. In contrast to the site distribution,

location refers to the relationship of the site to its immediate

environment. The environmental factors consideredhere are:

The type and distance of the water supply;

the mill site; the slope characteristics;

the topography of

the area of the

site; the relationship of the site to accessroutes; the type

and quantity of timber within reach of the mill; and the

geomorphology of the site.

These locational factors are not thought to have had any major

affect in influencing the wider patternsof distribution

discussedin Chapter 6, as their nature was such that they were

available throughout the study areas (for example no part of

the forests were totally lacking a water supply of one type or

another) or else their shortcomingscould be compensatedfor

by finding technical solutions (for example, where no permanent

stream was available near a chosen site, a dam or water tank

could be used to supplementand store the available supply).

7.2 WATER SUPPLY

Nearly all mills surveyed were located within 90 m of either a

permanentor intermittent stream. 68 percent of mills were

located within 50 m of a stream although none were closer than

10 m.
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The averagedistance between the mill site and its primary

water supply was 45.8 m. These figures indicate the general

importance of the water supply to site location and the fairly

severe limitations which it appearsto have imposed. However,

as the averagemaximum distance of any point in the study areas

from a permanentor intermittent stream is about 1 km, there

would not have been much effect on the broader distributional

patterns.

The water supply was an essentialcomponent in the function

of the site. It was necessaryfor it to be sufficiently close

to the mill to permit water to be drawn for the mill boiler and

for other domestic uses. It was also essentialthat the water

should be reliable in summer as this was the period of greatest

activity while many mills suspendedoperationsduring the

winter becauseof the effects of too much water: impassable

roads, boggy ground and the difficulty of working in the rain

(Houghton 1980; Ogden 1977; Mackie 1980).

The most common source of water was the Intermittent Stream;

52 percent of mills being located near such a source (Fig. 39 ).

The preferencefor locations of fairly high elevation and

therefore close to the watersheds(see 7.3 & 7.6) is probably

the main factor influencing this figure since in the Mt.

Disappointmentand Upper Yarra Forestsstreams become permanent

for far from their sources. 81 percent of sites located near

intermittent streamsalso had either a dam or tank to supplement

the supply. The majority of sites near intermittent streams

were in the Wombat Forest, as would be expectedconsidering it

has a much lower rain fall.
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How this factor influenced the developmentof sawmills in the

area is difficult to assessalthough there were reports of

insufficient water bringing some mills to a close, and creating

an extra hazard in the form of greater susceptibility to fire

(Rule 1967; Royal Commission 1939). The method of supplementing

unreliable water supplies with dams or tanks indicates the kind

of simple means of overcoming environmentaldisadvantagesoften

used by millers and others.

7.3 TOPOGRAPHY

The major effect of the importance of location near a water

supply is that most sites were located in or near a valley

bottom. In some caseswhere the site was placed a long way

upstreamits location may be describedas on a ridge or saddle,

although it is apparent that the site was chosen very much with

the nearby stream in mind, as was the case with the Yelland

No.4 (site 020).

The mill locations can be divided according to the topographic

types which are shown graphically in Fig .40; with the relative

occurrenceof each type of the surveyed sites. Becausesome

sites are located between two topographic types,or cover more

than one type, the percentagesadd up to more than 100% but

this method has been preferred to a mutually' exclusive

｣ ｡ ｴ ･ ｧ ｯ ｲ ｩ ｳ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ as it reflects the influence of the individual

topographic types to a greater degree.

The preferred position appears to be the lower slope of a

valley, just above the regular flood level of the stream.
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This sometimesmeant the site partly extendedover flat areas of

river terraces. This is often the area where the sawdust was

dumped. Locations in the upper reachesof streamsclose to

ridges or saddleswere particularly common in the Upper Yarra

Forest. this was possibly due to the preferencefor high sites

so that logging could be carried out in several valleys in the

area by winching logs to the top of a single ridge without the

need to construct new tramlines into each valley. It may also

be due to the continuing extension up stream of the original

accesstramways which initially followed the creek valleys.

When timber became scarce in the downstreamarea the easiest

route for extension was to continue to the head waters of the

same creek. The two sites located on saddles (007 & 020)

belong to this category for both the stated reasons: they were

along valley tramways, and sited so as to gain accessto areas

beyond ridges.

The proportion of ridge sites in the Upper Yarra area (about

35 percent) is deceptive as two of the four ridge sites are

incline winching sites and the other two are more properly on

spurs, and not too distant from small stream valleys. However,

the Upper Yarra sites are, On the whole, at higher elevation

than either the Wombat Forest or Mt, DisappointmentForest

ｳ ｩ ｴ ･ ｾ and it is probably the fact that these forests have

higher rainfalls and so provide a more reliable water supply

that has permitted this high location.

7.4 SLOPE

The particular position of the site in relation to topography
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also has bearing on utilisation of slope. A certain degree of

slope was useful for particular operating proceduresin the

mill (unloading logs onto saw benches, moving timber between

benchesand loading it onto wagons for despatching). With these

parts of the mill constructedat different levels and dropping

progressivelyfrom one side of themill to the other, these steps

could be made with the aid of gravity. Historical and oral

sourcessuggeststhat this was often the case (Houghton 1980;

Mackie 1980).

The averageslope was about 1:8 with 74 percent of sites being

between 1:7 and 1:10 Ｈ ｆ ｩ ｧ Ｎ Ｔ Ｑ Ｌ ｾ Ｎ With an averagewidth of mills

of about 22 m this gave an average fall of about 3 metres

(Fig.43); an amount also suggestedby one of Houghton's oral

informants (Houghton 1980:63). Sites steeperthan 1:6 were

unusual, only two being found in the survey (Site Nos. 015 and

024). Both of those were located in steep valleys which

originally contained dense stands of timber. Both mills

produced a moderate amount (about 6,000 ft. per day) (Houghton

1980:5056; Stamford et al. 1984:52,60) but appear to have been

physically small according to the surviving remains. It is

possible some part of the structure was elevated on piles in

order to reduce the amount of earthworks. Clearly these steep

sites were chosen becausethere was nowhere more level in an

area with desirable timber so the millers made do with what was

available. The two 1:15 sites are also atypical: 008 is a

winching site on the top of the ridge, and 013 was placed on a

flat area just below a ledge which may have provided the required

drop.
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7.5 AREA OF SITES

The restricted nature of the last mentioned sites is unusual.

Most of the sites investigatedhad remains surviving over

quite a large area. Where abandonmentwas fairly recent (i.e.

the latter part of the period under study) or where other

factors such as fire or reuse have kept the original site clear

(as at Andersons mill Site 002) the original extent of the site

area could be discerned. In areas which were overgrown, the

extent of the archaeologicalfeatures gave an indication of

the area of activity, albeit a poorer one. For the purpose

of this study the total site area was taken as the area which

was influenced directly by human activities associatedwith

the mill and its operation.

Historical photographsshow that the forest in the immediate

area of the mill and its associatedbuildings was usually

completely cleared (Houghton 1974, 1980; Alger 1981; LRRSA

1974; Stamford et al. 1984; etc.). This was no doubt a fire

prevention measure, and many have been connectedwith the need

for firewood, for facilitating movement in the area, and

perhapsa wish by the people living and working the area to

create a greater feeling of civilisation and security in the

forest.

Disregardingsites 004 and 005, which are townships, and sites

008 and 010, which are winch sites, as they are not typical of

the usual sawmill site, the averagesite area was 0.55 hectares

(about 1.4 acres). This is probably an underestimateas many

sites were too overgrown to establish their true area and the
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second criteria outlined above for defining site area would only

give a minimum area. This figure does, however, indicate that

a space considerablylarger than the mill alone was necessary

for establishinga sawmill. Finding this space was not usually

a problem in most areas, but the very steep valleys appear to

have been avoided except when the quality of timber was such to

outway the difficulty of construction in such areas. This

was the case with sites 015 and 024 (see 7.4 above) and

particularly with the very high yield forests in the Upper

Yarra area, such as the southern slopes of Ben Cairn and Nt.

Donna Buang (Stamford et al. 1984; Winzenried 1981). For much

of the period under study millers had to obtain a yearly licence

for their sawmill sites which were usually for an area of three

acres (1.2 hectares). The raw figures of the survey data

suggest that this area was only partially utilized, but because

they are probably underestimatesit is likely that the lease

area was no more than adequate. At least one site (017) spread

beyond the 3 acres, and the mill townships (such as Blakeville

site 004 and Barkstead, site 005) grew appreciablelarger.

7.6 ACCESS

The problems of accessto mills were mainly environmental:

dense forest was really only an obstacleduring initial

penetrationof the forest as the routes to the best stands of

timber wer soon cleared and where tramways were put through the

timber provided constructionmaterials for the lines which used

a large proportion of rough-hewn timber (Houghton 1980:17-23).

However, there was a preconceptioncommon in the 19th Century

that the dense mountain forests, especially those in the ranges

east of Melbourne, were impenetrablebarriers to be feared arid
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at least in the early period of forest exploitation this appears

to have been a psychological barrier (Rule 1967; Johnson 1974).

The choice of a site which satisfied the requirementsof water

supply, slope and accessibilityof both the timber supply and

tramway route outweighed any problem the dense timber may have

presented: it was, after all, the timber that the sawmillers

carne for. The nature of the terrain was also a major

distinguishing factor between the different forests. Access

to most sites in the Upper Yarra Forest involved steep and

torturous routes. As the valleys mostly ran east-west,initial

penetrationfrom the towns and railheadswest of the forest

was straight forward, and the pattern of tramways with lines

following each of the main valleys reflects this. However,

with the exhaustionof the easy timber in the valleys, mills

had to be relocated, resulting in a duplication of lines or

constructionof inclines when a new route was required to reach

the timber on the slopes and ridges. This factor certainly made

accessto somes areasdifficult and may have delayed their

utilisation, but if the timber was worth cutting, the problems

of accesscould be overcome through the application of appropriate

technology. The fact that the regions which were the easiest

to gain accesstowere first to be logged can be seen by comparing

the nature of accessin the various areas. The Wombat Forest

sites generally had easiestaccessbecauseof the mostly level

ground, open forests and shorter distancesto despatchpoints

and drier conditions. This meant that most areas of the forest

could be exploited without the need for sophisticatedtramways.
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7.7 FOREST TYPE

One of the fundamental locational determinantswas the timber

supply. The preferencefor sites in valleys is one result of

choosing a location nearestthe best timber, which is usually

in the valleys where more fertile soils and wetter conditions

occur. Other microclimatic and environmentalconditions such

as elevation, aspect, fire regime, protection from winds, etc.,

also affect yield, but the difficulty of assessingthe changes

since logging began and the complexity of the factors meant

they were beyond the scope of this study.

However, a simple measureof relative density was achieved by

ranking the forests on a comparativescale from 1 to 5. This

shows how the densestforests are those logged at later periods

The average densities in the Wombat Forest was 2-3. The Mt.

DisappointmentForest 3-4 and the Upper Yarra Forest 4-5. The.

progressionto the denser timber is related to a change in the

speciesbeing logged. In the Wombat Forests messmate(E. obliqua)

was sought along with mountain.grey gum (E. cypellocarpa)and

white stringy bark (E. globoidea). Messmatewas also the main

timber cut on Mt. Disappointment. These timbers provided lower

yields than the mountain ash of the Upper Yarra and, as has been

noted in Chapter 3, it was the developmentof a seasoning

processwhich enabled this timber to be used. The forests

exploited in the later periods contained trees which grew in

denser stands and to a much larger volume (Rule 1967; Boas 1947).
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7.8 GEOMORPHOLOGY

A final factor influencing location was the nature of the

ground surface at the site. It was necessaryto be able to

dig excavationsfor under-floor drive-shaftsand machinery, to

make level terracedareas for the saw benchesand work areas,

and to dig holes for posts. A stable soil which would not slip

was also desirable considering the usual location on a slope.

Geomorphologywas probably of secondaryconsiderationafter

other factors like water supply and slope but still appears

to have played a part in location.

The relative proportion of the geomorphologicaltypes found

in the survey shows a greater number of sites on deep mountain

soils (52 percent) and alluvial deposits (28 percent) reflecting

the need for sites suitable for excavation (Fig. 44). Of the

two sites situated on bare rock, one was the High Lead winch

site (008) which required no excavations,and the other was

the Comet Mill (017) which managed by fitting excavations betweel

the small outcrops of granite boulders. The local stone was

also used in construction of machinery foundations. The figures

showing the regional breakdown may not be very valid due to

the small sample involved, but appear to show that the majority

of sites in the Wombat Forest were on alluvial soils while the

majority of sites in the Upper Yarra and Mt. Disappointment

Forests were on deep ｭ ｯ ｵ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｾ ｮ soils. This difference indicates,

I believe, the greater frequency of large stable river terraces

in the Wombat Forest and their absenceiIi the other areas.
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7.9 DISCUSSION

The factors outlined in this Chapter show some of the

determinantsaffecting site location in the study areas. Some

factors such as the site area, accessroutes and choice of

slope demonstrateparticular aspectsof the technologies

employed at the mills which involved the utilization or

manipulation of the natural environment. Others, such as the

forest type, ､ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｡ ｾ ｣ ･ to water and geomorphology reflect the

ways in which the environment placed certain constraintson

the location and constructionof the mils. In view of the

manner in I<hich modern industry appearsto be far less reliant

on environmentalconditions for its operation, this point is,

I believe, an important one and distinguishesthe sawmilling

industry as a special case of Australian pioneering technology.

The locational factors outlined here may be useful in future

studies or surveys of the sawmil1ing industry by defining to

some extent the potential environment for site location

(see 9.3).
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ANALYSIS OF THE SAWMILL STRUCTURE

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the mill building itself was seen to have the

greatestpotential for revealing the nature of the sawmilling

technology. Unfortunately becausethe archaeologicalremains

and the level of explanation that it was hoped to elicit from

them were at their most complex in this part of the analysis,

many problems could be seen as possible impediments to correct

and accurate interpretation.

To begin with the machinery which most directly reflected

technology - the saw mechanisms, the gearing and the engines

could not be expected to remain on site. If not salvaged when

the mill closed, they would very likely have been removed at

some later date for scrap (see Section 1.4). The foundations

of the machinery have a better chance of survival, being on the

whole, indestructable. Brick structureshowever, could have

been, and it appearswere, demolished in several casesand the

bricks taken away for reuse at another mill site or elsewhere.

Timber structures,common for saw basesand carrying drive-

trains were rarely preservedabove gound level, although some

timbers set in the ground survived well.

In addition to this problem of preservation(see Chapter 4)

there was also the problem of making accurateinterpretations

of the complex features. Generalisationbecame more necessary

as more specific aspectsof the mills were being assessed.
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While in theory the type and manufactureof some machinery might

be discovered from a detailed and comprehensivestudy of

manufacturers'drawings and patents, coupled with detailed

measurementsof foundations and surviving holding down bolts,

the amount of researchnecessaryand the variability of the

machinery in use makes this difficult, if not impossible.

Instead it has been necessaryto talk in terms of general

technological development; or site improvisation versus

prefabricatedcomplete units.

On the positive side, however, 68 percent of mill sites had

sufficient preservationof features to distinguish the overall

size and shape of the building, and 48 percent retained

sufficient to establish the basic structure of the building,

the materials used for the building and machinery foundations

and some idea of the internal layout of the mill.

With this information it was possible to assesstrends in

possible changesto the mills and the technology they employed.

With the help of some historical documentationthe relationship

between this technology and the methods of operation could then

be tentatively constructed. The next step in the explanation

becomes even more tentative. The relationship between technology

and the economic structure of individual mills and the industry

as a whole can only be cautiously outlined. This stage requires

a greater dependenceon historical material for details on the

size of production, level of capital expenditureand costs of

production. While the broader historical and economic trends

can be examined, and are useful for putting other aspectsof

the industry in perspective, it is the technological component
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which I feel the most valuable part of this analysis.

8.2 SIZE OF MILLS AND OTHER STRUCTURES

The apparentsizes of the mills which were surveyed were quite

variable. Bearing in mind once more the small sample and the

modifications wrought by time and destruction, the range cannot

be interpretedas having distinct size categories. The overall

range of size was from 160 square metres to 1,500 sq. m

(Fig.45 ). The bulk of the mill sites (76 percent) fall between

450 and 1,200 sq. m; 41 percent in the range 450-700 sq. m

and 35 percent between 900 and 1,200 sq. m. I do not believe

that the gap between 700 and 900 sq. m is significant as the

distribution of sizes appearsmore consistentwith a linear

progression. The longer axis of the site was always aligned

across the slope. This is, I believe, related to the way the

mill was laid out in order to take advantageof the natural

fall of the land in the lovement of logs (see 8.5). It was

also necessaryto keep all operationsparallel to one another

in order to avoid unnecessarymovement of logs. Therefore

the tramways or dray tracks into and out of the mill and the

mill itself, all had to be aligned with one another (Bale 1910;

Blackmur 1904).

The limits to the distance that could be spannedwith rough

hewn beams also affected the mill size. The greatestwidth

of any mill was 30 m and as this may have included lean-to

additions, it is likely the maximum distance spanned by the

roof beams was about 25 m. The average ratio of width to

length was 1:1.46 with 69 percent of the sites within 20 percent
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of this figure, indicating a fairly consistentbuilding shape.

No regional or chronological variation in mill size could be

discerned, which may indicate that sawmills with a wide range

of production capacity existed throughout the regions and periods

discussedhere.

While the mill building was obviously the focus of activity at

the site and was the most important component of the site, its

area of 789 sq. m averagecovered only about 14 percent of the

averagetotal site area of .55 hectares,or 26 percent of the

total area built over with workshops, houses, sawdust heaps,

etc. This, I believe, indicates not only a casual use of space,

which was plentiful, but also an attempt to implement certain

safety measures,especially in respect to the danger of fire.

For example, the sawdust heap was usually 20 to 50 m away from

the mill (averageof 27 m of surveyed sites) while other

buildings were always 50 m or more from the mill, and on the

opposite side to the sawdust. This arrangementmay also be a

reflection of the topography with workers housing placed up

the slope, and sawdust dischargeddown the slope.

This concept of use of space may also reflect attitudes of the

mill owners and workers to the forest environment and its

threats such as fire, falling trees, or even dangerouscreatures,

as well as the physical manifestationsof the social and

industrial relations of the workers and the structural

organisationof the site. However, these aspectsof the industry

were beyond the scope of this thesis and would have required

a deeper level of socio-cultural analysis and study of

comparative rural and urban industries in order to assess

their nature and importance.
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Another way of analysing use of space was to examine how the

physical size of the mills related to this capacity.

Unfortunately production figures were available for too few

of the mills surveyed to make a precise and reliable calculation

of this relationship. However the available figures may still

tell us something. Andersonsmill (site 002) and the Easter

Monday mill (site 014) both had a production of 4,000 super feet

per day (Houghton 1980:63,66) and the Wheeler/Frith mill

(site 016) produced 6,000 super feet per day (Houghton 1980:

55-6). These mills were all of medium capacity: the historical

sourcesshow. production ranges from 1,500 to over 16,000 super

feet per day with a majority of mills of 5-8,000 super feet

per day (Houghton 1980:5; Royal Commission 1899; Stamford

1984;67; Forest Report 1875, 1888, 1896). Two of these sites

had recognisableremains of the mill building which were of

medium to large size compared with the other surveyed sites.

While these figures can provide no conclusive correlations,

they at least show the potential for assessingmill capacity.

8.3 MILL CONSTRUCTION

Bush saw mills in Victoria were constructedby a method which

utilized the locally available material with a minimum of

modification. This method was almost universally adopted.

Trees of suitable size (usually 200-400 mm diameter) were

felled near the site, their bark stripped and then used for

posts and beams. The beams could be as much as 24 m long as

in the case of the New Ada mill (site 001). The only shaping

done on the timbers was trimming to length and cutting joints.
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Evidence of the use.of such rough hewn timber could be seen at

nine of the seventeensites with remains of the mill building.

They ranged from the earliest site surveyed, Wheeler Frith site

006 and Hall site 018, to the most recent, New Federal site 021.

This constructionmethod still appears to be in widespreaduse

today (FeV 1973). Posts were either set in the ground, or on a

wall plate in two rows down the long sides with a top plate

joining them. Beams were then set horizontal across them to

span the width of the mill with a single gable roof constructed

with slightly smaller diameter rough hewn timber (Fig. 31 ).

Sawn timber was often used for smaller pieces such as braces,

purlins, roof battens and sometimesroof trusses. some larger

mills employed king posts down the centre of the mill or used

double gables to span larger distances(Houghton 1980:18;

Mackie 1980). The addition of lean-tos was also a common

method of increasing the size of the mill. Each of the methods

created problems of internal posts obstructing the movement

of timber through the mill. This was seen as a major drawback

to efficient operation of the mills (Rule 1967:127-8; Gillespie

1964; Slater 1970).

The floor was often of earth and where a raised or more stable

platform was required timber flooring was constructedwith

beams either placed directly on the ground, as at sites 017 and

018 or raised on posts, as at site 011. The walls were most

often left open while the end walls were always open to

facilitate the passageof logs and sawn timber. Roofing was of

bark sheeting in the smallest and earliest mills, shingles,

and later on, corregatediron (Houghton 1980:51; Slater 1970).
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The mill building appearsto have been primarily intended to

protect the machinery from the weather rather than for the

comfort of the workers and outdoor mills were not uncommon

(Houghton 1940:6 2-3).

8.4 CONSTRUCTION OF INTERNAL FITTINGS

Timber, used in the round or sawn, was also the main material

for interior fittings. These fittings included frames for

mounting saws and drive trains, and the log benches. It is

usually only the lowest part of such structureswhich are

preservedas this part is likely to be buried to some extent.

The fact that timbers were commonly set in or on the ground

with the consequencethat they would rapidly rot indicates that

even during construction the temporary nature of the mills

was recognised.

Another constructionmaterial used quite often was brick, which

was found at 9 of the sites (Fig. 46) ). It was often associated

with the mill moiler, itself surviving in a surprising number

of cases (e.g. sites 003, 009, 010, 012 and 019). At other

sites the brick work could be recognisedby its shape as the

foundation for a boiler (e.g. sites OIl, 021 and 024). 75

percent of sites surveyed had bricks surviving, sometimes in

situ, but more often disturbed and scattered. These were from

a large number of manufacturers: 'Blackburn', Walkerden' and

plain red, beige and yellow building bricks were found at the

Comet mill site, 'Hoffman', 'Gamble', 'Clifton', 'Fritsch and

Holzen' and various plains as well as two types of 'South Yarra'

and 'Darby' fire bricks were found at tve New Ada and 'Excelsior'
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and 'Montrose' and plains, and 'South Yarra' fire bricks were

found at Ried's mill. Other sites had similar makes of bricks

but without as much variety.

While this variety may be due to additions or modifications to

the mills during ｴ ｨ ･ ｩ ｾ lifetime, it also seems to indicate that

they used bricks which were either scavengedfrom other mills

when they were closed or relocated (just as the machinery was

transferredfrom one site to another) or else purchasedsecond-

hand in small lots. The reuse of materials and machinery by the

sawmill industry was common, not only within the industry, but

also between it and other industries (for example, much of the

heavy machinery, steam engines, winches etc., were purchased

secondhandfrom the actions of defunct companies, particularly

gold mines (Houghton 1980; Stamford 1984). The use of second-

hand materials seems to have been a cost-cutting effort. The

use of locally available materials may also have been to reduce

costs, not only of the materials themselves,but of the time and

transport costs involved in getting them to the site.

As well as rough hewn local timbers, local stone was used,

along with sand for concreteand mortar. The mortar used at

several sites (for example, OIl, 017 and 024) appearsto have

been made from locally available sand which was not the most

suitable as it resulted in a generally weak mortar which was

particularly crumbly.

Stone was rarely used, but at the Comet mill the local granite,

possibly obtaineJ from the mill excavations,was used for some

rough retaining walls which were probably part of a saw-bench

or machinery foundation.
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At the High Lead incline, holes were drilled into the natural

granite outcrops for bolting down machinery and/or anchoring

the cables of the winching system.

Concrete was found only at the Cornet mill and some Upper Yarra

mills. No example was found in the Wombat Forest. The features

built of concrete show some of the clearestchangesin technology

within the mills. the initial adoption of the material may have

been due to the need for strong foundations for machinery which

was becoming heavier and was also being constructedto finer

tolerances(Simmons 1946; Jones and Simmons 1961). At the

Cornet mill the main drive-shaft and pulleys were supported on

large concrete plinths. Threadedstuds for bolting down the

bearing carriers were set into the concrete when it was poured.

This indicates that a greater degree of planning was done

before construction to ensure accuratemathcing of foundations

and machinery. Ried's mill (site 024) used a similar

constructionon a smaller scale while at the New Federal mill

(site 012) concrete blocks with set-in studs also supported

the engine and saws. At this mill the foundations were larger,

more numerous and more complex but were still basically the

same simple plinth form (see Fig. 47 ).

The greatestelaborationof concrete foundations can be seen at

the New Ada mill where a massive double 'T' shaped foundation

measuring 4.25 x 2.75 x 1.2 m supportedthe twin cylinder

horizontal stearn engine (Fig.29 ) and five timber-capped

concrete pillars supported the drive-shaft (Fig. 28). The saw

bases, however, were quite different. Thin concretewalls up

to 2.5 m high formed the suppcrting structure with mounting
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studs set in various places on the top and side. Provision was

made for accessto the machinery and to allow clearing of the

sawdust as well as for clearancefor the moving parts such as

the drive belt and the reciprocatingsaw. Part of one saw

foundation (F. 7 on the plan Fig. 17) was also used to support

floor joists, indicating the integration of the design of the

building and its fittings and therefore a greater level of

preconstructionplanning. However, in other parts of the mill,

timbers notched to clear drive belts indicate that the 'rule of

thumb' method was still employed to some extent.

The machinery in the earlier mill may have been fitted together

from components, for example, the shafts, pulleys and bearings

would have been fitted to a framework made from timber cut at

the site. Later mills installed saws which were complete units

with the main mechanism, bearings, pulleys and even setworks

all attachedto a steel frame (Fig. 8 ).

The use of materials also reflects changing technology. The

earlier mills appear to have been built entirely of material

found nearby. Even the Comet mill, which was regarded in its

day as the largest and most modern sawmill in the Southern

Hemisphere (Slater 1970), still made use of local timber for

most of the framework for the machinery and all of the mill

building. The large degree of improvisation in construction

and use of local materials in the early and small sawmills

suggeststhat this type of mill was built without a great deal

of preparationor planning; for example, architecturalor

engineering plans would most certainly not have been drawn up.
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In the early period it is unlikely that there existed the sort

of expertisenecessaryto produce such plans. The general

technical manuals of the 'Everyman'sEncyclopaedia' type (for

example, Tomlinson 1854) or trade directories (for example,

Seeger& Guernsey 1890) were probably the only printed source

of technical information in the industry. This may have been

due to the difficulty or cost of transportingmaterial to the

mill when the tramway was the sole means of access,although

bricks were extensively used at the Comet mill and other mills

closer to main transport routes still used much local material

(Houghton 1980). This suggeststhat cost was the main constraint

in using imported material.

Smaller constructinmaterials such as bolts and nails, were

clearly brought into the site although they were also modified

in the course of construction. For example, some larger nails

(250 mm and longer) were fashioned by hand from stock iron bar

while bolts were either cut and/or threadedon site to allow for

the varying thickness of the timbers.

The number of machines, as indicated by the foundations also

reflects technologicalchange. Although the problems of

preservationmay have influenced this interpretation, it appears

that the later mills tended to have more saws for more

specialisedoperationssuch as resawing cants, edging, trimming

and cutting to length.

8.5 DISCUSSION OF MILL LAYOUT AND PRODUCTION

As noted above (Section 8.2) mills were aligned across the

slope to assist in moving timber through the various processes.
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This also meant that the main breaking down saw was nearly

always positioned on the high side of the mill at one end along

with the log carriage or setworks. The log stacking yard was

also near this part of the mill. Other saws were placed further

towards the other end and lower side of the mill according to

their stage in the process. The form of this layout is shown

diagrammatically in Fig.4Q. In this system, the logs enter the

mill from the log platform onto the carriage or setworks to be

broken down at the headsaw. The cants are then moved on skids

or rollers to the resaw bench followed by the cut-off saw, if

installed, and then out to the timber stacks or directly onto

trucks or drays. This describesthe layout probably employed

at site 018 (see Section 5.5.1) and many other small sawmills

of the 19th and early 20th Centuries. The New Ada mill represents

a considerableelaborationon the same basic 1ayput (Fig. ｾ ).

The main differences are in the number of steps employed and

the sophisticationof the machines. The same breaking down

and resaw steps are included, but these are followed by more

operationsdepending on the size and type of timber required.

Changesin production were brought about by the specialisation

of tasks allowing an increasein output and greater variety in

the type of product; changeswhich were themselvesa response

to a changed market. In the 1920s and 1930s expectationsof

quality and consistencywere higher so that more accurateand

economic methods of production were necessar¥to satisfy the

market (Rule 1967; Henderson1953). The use of more and larger

saws lead to an increasein engine size which can be seen in

ｾ ｨ ･ remains of the surveyed sites, but is not so clear in the

historical records.
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For example 40 to 60 horsepower (30 to 45 kilowatt) engines

were not uncommon in the l860s and 70s (Houghton 1980:28, 34-5;

Ballarat Star, 17 April 1869, 13 January 1871), although

exaggeratedclaims and less press interest in small operations

may have produced a biased record. The number of 12 to 16 hp

(9 to 12 kw) mill recorded in Forest Reports for the Wombat

Forest appearsto support this porposition (Forest Reports 1869,

1875), while the few records of engine size for Upper Yarra

mills suggeststhat 20 to 25 hp (15 to 18.5 kw) was a common

size (Mackie 1980:7-9; Victori'an Forester Vol. 11934). If

there was not an actual increasein power of the mills, it

appearsthat more efficient use of power and more consistent

operation resulted in greater annual production (Rule 1967;

FCV 1957).

The implications of these changesare numerous. However,

insufficient space and time has meant that they could not be

analysedor discussedfully in this thesis, although they can

still be briefly mentioned. The greater planning necessary

for later mills may have influenced the structure of ownership

and employment by requiring more expertise in the establishment

and operation of the mills. In this respect, the reduction in

sawmill employment in the early 20th Century may be relevant

(Linge 1979 and see Section 3.3). The activities associated

with the industry such as tramways and other transport facilities,

services for the employees including housing, entertainment

etc., and Government control through the FCV may also be viewed

in relation to the technological and other changesin the

industry.
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CONCLUSION: TRENDS AND IMPLICATIONS

9.1 REASSESSMENT OF THEMES AND MODELS

In order to summarisethe basic trends in the history and

developmentof sawmiling in Victoria, it is worthwhile to

re-examine some of the themes and models that have been put

forward as frameworks for the study of historical archaeology,

outlined in Section 1.3 above. Among them there appear to be

some with particular relevance to this study.

The physical environment has been of paramount importance in

shaping the developmentof sawmiling in Victoria. From the

proximity of the Wombat Forest to the gold fields to the rugged

impenetrability of the Upper Yarra ranges it has influenced not

only which areas were logged and when but also what methods

were employed in harvesting, processingand transporting the

timber. The range of technologiesused in the industry is a

direct result of choice, invention or adaption of methods and

machines which best suited the local environment.

This introduces another theme, namely the interchangeof

technology between Australia and other countries and within

regions of Australia. Various stagesof interchangecan be

recognisedbeginning with the importation of mainly British

technology by 19th Century colonists and settlersand leading to

commercial associationswith other countries, particularly the

United Statesand Canada which provided a source of equipment

and ideas and a market for the product. This ｰ ｲ ｯ ｣ ･ ｳ ｾ is, it

seems, at odds with Birmingham's (1983:11-12) view of cultural
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isolation, which, she suggests,causedretardationof industrial

developmentthrough the problems of distant Government and

commercial control; although it may have still been a pertinent

factor on the psychological level of the individual.

The pioneering frontier appearsat first glance to be particularl:

applicable to the sawmilling industry, but unlike most frontier

industry, bush sawmilling did not stabilise as an area developed,

but instead had to move on to keep up with the receeding forest.

The industry was by its nature, dependenton virgin forest and

although it was on a frontier in a geographicalsense, only

the earliest phase of developmentin each distinct environmental

region can be regardedas pioneering.

Sawmilling provides a good example of the changing levels of

decentralisationin manufacturing industry. Although logging

is actually a primary industry, sawmilling is a processingor

manufacturing industry and has gone through the same process

of dispersalas ｦ ｬ ｯ ｵ ｲ ｾ ｭ ｩ ｬ ｬ ｩ ｮ ｧ Ｌ brewing and a whole range of

manufacturing (Birmingham et al. 1983:13; Linge 1979). The

very earliest mills were set up close to the main settlements

of each colony and later moved to where the timber was abundant,

and in the 1930s and 40s they were re-establishedin towns and

cities. The changes, however, were on a different level from

other industry becausesawmilling moved between bush and country

town rather than country town and city.

The developmentof government control of the industry was

important in shaping it and is also a g00d guide to the

contemporaryattitudes towards the environment and industrial

development.
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The early phase of uncontrolled exploitation reflects the

desire of government and individual entrepreneursalike to

develop viable industry and consequentlywealth. It also

reflects their indifference to forest destructionat a time

when trees were seen as an inexhaustibleresource (Carver 1972;

Marshall 1966). The developmentof control was slow and painful

with strong concern ･ ｸ ｰ ｲ ｾ ｳ ｳ ･ ､ by Government inquiries and

private interestsbeing met by equally strong lobbying from

the industry. Not until the Government realised the revenue

it was losing did any real control eventuate,while conservation

practiceswere still as difficult to get acceptedas they are

today (Johnson 1974).

9.2 TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

While stressingagain the small archaeologicalsample used in

this study, I feel that with the corroborationof historical

sourcesand other fieldwork, my interpretationsand conclusions

are valid and reliable. What the study has shown is a

progressivedevelopmentof technology based on regional and

historic variables which fluctuated according to various

economic and environmental factors and in some casesreversed,

but generally moved toward greater efficiency, mechanisation

and quality of product. This developmenttook the form of

changesin methods of construction from improvised use of local

materials to planned and integratedconstructionwith pre-

assembledcomponents. The construction itself reflects changes

in methods of operation which provided far more consistentand

accurateproduction and both were dependenton increasedlevels

of capital investment.
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Environmental factors influenced the nature of the development

of sawmilling, both in the areas which were exploited in various

periods and the distribution and location of mills within these

areas. Differences in tree types and topography also produced

changesin the technologiesemployed as more sophisticated

methods were developed to cope with new conditions. This in turn

necessitatedhigher levels of capital investment and organisation

of the industry, for example, in order to construct and maintain

complex tramway systems.

There were exceptionsto these basic trends. The primary one

was the processof archaism, where outdated methods and equipment

remained in use long after they had become obsolete. This

processhas been outlined by Bairstow (1984). It was rare for

old mills to be modified or refitted and often secondhand

equipment was reused by small private millers without much

capital, and who were able to be competitive becausethey kept

their costs low.

The progressiverelocation of mill plants as the forest was cut

out in the local area also complicated the general patterns.

Although some modification of the mill may have occurred during

this relocation it would still not have been comparablewith

the technology employed at a brand new mill. Regressionsin

developmentwere also common according to the historical sources

(Carver 1972; Royal Commission 1899). These suggest that

economic depressioncauseda major downturn in the industry

although in my opinion regressionin this case meant a slowing

of advancementrather than an actual retreat becausenew mills

continued to be constructedeven in the worst part of the 1930s

depre8sion.
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For example the New Federal mill was built at this time.

The effect of bushfire destructionwas to cause an immediate

drop in production followed in some cases by a brief increase

as fire killed trees were salvaged. This was the case following

the 1926 and 1939 fires (Stamford 1984; Royal Commission 1939).

In the long term the industry was retarded due to a lack of

capital for reconstructionand the depletion of timber reserves.

The 1939 fire in particular became the decicive factor in

encouragingthe complete reconstructionof the industry and the

eventual abandonmentof all bush mills.

9.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY AND MANAGEMENT OF RELICS

OF THE SAWMILLING INDUSTRY

While I believe that I have demonstratedthe validity of using

archaeologyas a source of data for the study of sawmilling

the necessityfor utilizing historical material to its fullest

in order to avoid misinterpretationof the archaeologicalremains

must be stressed. Much of the analysis of the surveyeu sites

could not have been done adequatelywithout first understanding

the nature and operation of the mills and their machinery.

Some parts of the history of sawmilling are better suited to

archaeologicalinvestigationsthan others, such as the area

chosen for analysis in this thesis. Many details of sawmill

location, constructionand operation are not mentioned in

historical sourcesor else are very unclear, but can be established

by examination of the remains. Archaeology has also been useful

for checking historical claims such as in the case of the

Comet mill where the statement 'The most modern mill in the
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Southern Hemisphere', can now be seen in its proper perspective.

Many other areasmay also benefit from archaeologicalinvestigation

particularly a study of social and living conditions of the mill

communities. As these were both microcosmsof society and also

specialisedindustrial settlements,they offer scope for the

study of social stratification as well as the way people coped

with the particular environment of an industrial settlement

with a single focus, isolated in the bush. One particular

area is that of the Government forestry camps establishedduring

the 1930s to provide work for unemployed men on sustenance

relief (Stamford 1984:109-111).

The argument still remains, however, as to whether the time and

effort required to gain information using archaeological

techniquesis worthwhile, or whether history can be written with

greater ease and precision from documents. I prefer to see

archaeologyas one of several sources for writing history and

that the most accuratehistory is that which uses all sources

of information whether oral, documentaryor archaeological.

Finally, the ｭ ｡ ｮ ｡ ｧ ･ ｾ ･ ｮ ｴ of the relics of the timber industry

needs to be addressed. Although the FeV has developed several

areasconnectedwith the sites and relics of sawmiling as picnic

areas, educaLion trails and walking tracks, there is stjll

very little being done to assessthe presentstate of preservation

or the need for future preservation. Modern logging activities

using bulldozing and clear-felling methods threatensites to a

greater extent than they have been in the past. Lack of

information about the industry is one of the main problems

hampering managementof the relics (apart from a lack of
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appreciationof their value). For example the constructionof

the Westcott Creek reservoir in the Mount DisappointmentForest

has destroyedone mill and several kilometres of tramway of

the Australian SeasonedTimber Company system. Although an

archaeologicalassessmentof the area was conducted by the VAS,

lack of information about the significance of the relics meant

that adequateassessmentand recommendationsmay not have been

made (PersonalCommunication, Stewart Simmons, August 1985).

As it is, the constructionof the dam has destroyednot only

the relics under the water but also the integrity of a system

of mills and tramways which was unique and possibly substantially

intact before the dam. I believe that as a complete entity

the system would have been of considerablehistorical and

industrial significance.

Another aspect of managementis in establishingthe location

of sites. While the LRRSA has produced many maps of sawmills

and tramways in Victoria (Houghton 1975, 1980; Stamford 1984;

McCarthy 1982, 83, 84), and sometimeshistorical maps are

available, these are only sufficient to provide general locations.

In some instancesthe sites which I have investigatedpersonally

proved to be inaccuratelymapped (for example Ried's mill is

shown on the wrong branch of Blackwood Creek). This has

implication for future management(if any) of sawmill sites.

Hopefully this thesis will help in the developmentof management

of not only sawmill relics, but of rural industry in general.

The inclusion of the sites which I have surveyed and recorded on

the VAS registry of historical and industrial sites is a positive

step in this direction.
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APPENDIX A GLOSSARY OF TERMS

BANDSAW: mechanicalsaw using continuousbelt saw held

and driven betweentwo fly wheels. see fig. 6.

BOARD FOOT: 144 cubic inches of timber or 1 inch x 12

inches x 12 inches.

BOX OUT: saw log so as to remove rotten core.

BREAKING DOWN SAW: saw for first cuts of log - into 2 or

more managablepieces also mainsaw or headsaw.

BREAST BENCH: saw bench; saws planks etc from side of

log or cant.

CANT: log after it has been squared.

CATERPILLER: bulldozer, proprietorsname, tracked vehicle.

CORE ROT: when core of tree rots and becomeshollow.

DONKEY ENGINE: steam winch (American).

FLITCH: slab of outside of log cut off in breaking-down.

FLUME: shute for running logs with use of water.

FRAME-SAW: reciprocatingmechanicalsaw. fig. 5.

GANG-SAW: frame saw with severalsaw blades fitted. see fig.5.

GUM RINGS: rings of hardenedtree sap embeddedin timber.

ｾ ｕ ａ ｇ ｅ Ｌ TRAMWAY: measurementbetweenrails.

HEAD-SAW: see breaking down saw.

HIGH LEAD: system of logging using cable attatchedto spar

tree for hoisting logs to ridge-tops.

INCLINE: steepslope on tramway where trucks are hauled

by cable winch.

JINKER: 2 wheeled vehicle for hauling logs with one end

raised off the ground.

KERF: thicknessof timber removed by saw blade.

KILN: chamberused for seasoningtimber.
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LINEAR FOOT: measurementof total timber regardlessof size.

LOG-CARRIAGE: wheeled carriage on short length of track

for moving logs past saws.

LOG LANDING: platform for loading or unloading Jogs.

LOG TURNER: manual or mechanicaldevice for turning logs

betweensaw cuts.

RING SHAKES: split areasof log.

SASH SAW: see frame saw.

SAW BENCH: platform with skids or rollers on which timber

is sawn.

SAW DOCTOR: person who repairs and maintains saws.

SAW PIT: pit with timbers above to allow verticle hand

sawing with one man above and one man below log.

SKYLINE: cable strung between trees or posts for hauling

logs above ground.

SNIGGING: fastening cable to one end of log with notch

for hauling.

SPAR TREE: tree used as cable support in skyline and high

lead logging.

SPUR LINE: short branch of tramway out along spur from

main ridge.

SUPER FOOT: timber measurement.

TRESTLE BRIDGE: bridge of rough hewn timbers supported

by braced legs in pairs.
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APPENDIX B TIMBER SPECIES IN THE STUDY AREAS AND TIMBERS

UTILISED FOR SAWMILLING

a Timber speciesper forest type (see Fig. ).

FOREST
TYPE

1 MESSMATE/GUM

messmate

mountain grey gum

manna gum

associatedspecies

Eucalyptus obliqua

E. cypellocarpa

E. viminalis

ｳ ｷ ｾ ｰ gum E. ovata

narrow leaved peppermint E. radiata

yellow stringybark E. muellerana

southernblue gum E. globulus

2 STRINGYBARK/BOX

red stringybark E. macrohyncha

long leaved box E. goniocalyx

red box E. polyanthemos

associatedspecies

white stringybark E. globoidea

yellow box E. mellldora

broad leaved peppermint E. dives

silvertop ash E. sieberi

3 MOUNTAIN ASH

mountain ash

associatedspecies

messmate

manna gum

E. regnans

E. obliqua

E. viminalis
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red ironbark

grey box

associatedspecies

yellow gum

red box

yellow box

grey box

red stringybark
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E. sideroxylon

E. microcarpa

E. leucoxylon

E. polyanthemos .

E. mellidora

E. albens

E. macrorhyncha

5 MESSMATE/STRINGYBARK

messmate E. oblqua

brown stringybark E. baxteri

associatedspecies

narrowed leaved peppermint E. radiata

manna gum E. viminalis

swamp gum E. ovata

6 GUM/PEPPERMINT

manna gum E. viminalis

candle bark gum E. rubida

narrow leaved peppermint E. radiata

associatedspecies

mountain grey gum E. cypellocarpa

candle bark E. q.alrympleana

southernblue gum E. globulus

7 ALPINE ASH

alpine ash

associatedspecies

southernblue gum

snow gum

E. delegatensis

E. dalrympleana

E. pauciflora
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APPENDIX B (cont.)

b Timbers utilised during the periods under study;

in order of relative importance

messmate;sawn timber for generalconstruction, split for

mining timber etc., posts and poles

mountain ash; (after 1920) sawn constructiontimber, framing

interior fittings, some cabinatework

red stringybark; sawn for light construction, split mining

timber

white stringybark; sawn constructiontimber, good for poles

some split timber used

mountain grey gum; sawn for frames and heavy construction

timber, also good for poles

yellow stringybark; poles and stumps, resistsrot in the

ground

silvertop ash; poles and some constructiontimber

(many other timbers, particularly the boxes, were used

for split timber for mining, fencing etc. and nearly all

timbers were used for firewood).
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j Al'PENDIX n CATAIOGUE OF COLLECTED FINDS

Material codes: G = glass

C = ceramic

M = metal

B = bone

Dimensions Description adn remarks

001 G Whiskey Creek 65x45x30 black glass cup molded bottle

mill site

4.7.85

002 G Comet mill

site, eastern

side, dug up b

bottle hunters

6.7.85

003 C as for 002

50x42

60x30

base, very thick glass

cobalt blue three piece mold

bottle base, mold seamson side

'5' and '1284' embossedon base

possible 'Owens ring' in centre---

white porcelain cup base, raised

decorationon side with gilt red

stamp 'MADE IN GERMANY' on base

/
/
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i
I

I
j

004 C as for 002

005 G as for 002

006 G Comet mill
from track
down to mill
site 6.7.85

70x35

57x45

75x15

white crazed ceramic handle

clear green bottle fragment
with letters 'LOR &'

J : I

clear green bottle base
probable 3 piece mold
letters 'J K W' and number '778'
embossedon base

007 G as for 006 105x75x
55

dark green squarebottle
taperedsides, verticle
striations on sides

""-

[I >I(
ｾ

-

J : 1.
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008 G as for 006 120x40 light green bottle neck, seams
at neck on neck, 2 or 3 piece mold,

mouth formed with lipping tool

1\
I,

-, \:t. i

"
,

II

I ttl

009 G as for 006 70x65 medium green squarebottle
tapered lip formed by lipping
tool, letters 'u D' on side
2 piece mold

010 G as for 006 100x30 medium green bottle neck,
layed on lip, free blown or
cup mold

I: I .-=.:=;.:=-

-- -
011 G as for 006 80x60 medium green bottle, 2 or 3

piece mold

ｾ Ｚ ｾ
t:::S ｾ

r:::::f] V
ｾｾ

I: I
012 G as for 006 155x100 light green 10 sided bottle,

'(CH)AMPION'S (V)INIGAR' on
side, '6' on base
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013 G as for 006

,
'i 4

014 C Starling'sGap
(site 007)
upper Yarra
Forest 3.4.85

015 G as for 014

016 G as for 014

305x100

85x75

155x40
at neck

130x30
at neck

medium green bottle, layed
on lip, cup mold and improved
pontil. 45 mm cickup, colour
and manufactureas for 010

white ceramic cuP. gold
decoration'

rough 2 piece molded
medium green bottle neck.
hand finnished lip, poor mold
matching

\
=/"";］ Ｍ ］ ］ Ｍ Ｂ Ｂ Ｇ Ｂ Ｂ Ｇ ］ ｾ ｾ

\,1

grey glass bottle neck, 2 or 3
piece mold, primary and
secondarymold seams, word
'SAUCE' on she lder, automatic
bottle machine

ｾ n
\, \
r

I \

'\Ii
.:; ....' .

,-
J

/.
'/

017 G as for 014 100x45 brown bottle neck, 4 piece
mold, automaticmachine

\
018 G as for 014 60x45 clear grey bottle, seam eVident,

word 'HEALSVILLE' on shoulder



019 C as for 014

-17£.'-

80x125 white porcelain saucer,
no decoration

020 B as for 014 80x55 cow's nucklebone

1"'",, 021 G Yelland No. 2 135x50
mill (site 019)
Upper Yarra
Forest 13.8.85

clear blue medicine bottle,
3 piece mold, hand finnished
lip, 'A.C. PARKIN & CO. CARLTON'

ＺＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＧＢ

I
ｾ｜ .

1-:-' (--

I '

, ., ,
I J.!
ｾ : t

.'T v

'".., C, .,1,
o ,.; ....

ｾ
Ｂ Ｎ Ｍ Ｍ Ｋ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｂ ｾ Ｍ ｾ ］ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｇ

t:J
105x288 section of steel saw blade from

frame-saw, teeth set for sawing
in both directions

022 M 60 m north of
Comet mill
site 017
21.8.86

023 G Higg's mill
site 022
PheasantCk.
4.9.85

64x144 clear pickle jar with tapered
sides, 16 sided, machine made
with seams on inside of lip,
down opposite sides and around
base, embossedlettering 'THE
PROPERTY OF W.R. ROBERTS FITZROY'

, i40'!lCPtRT'/ Or-vv. &., -
} ,....,i' 'IZ r'-L(IL)/--I----iI

ｾ Ｍ Ｍ
J: 2..

j
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Fig. l' • Employment in Victorian sawmills
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ｅｩｾＮ 7. Single circular saw

This cut representsour Single Pony
Dogs, 60 feet 'Ylain Belt with Tightener.
feet of lumber per day.

FIG. 6.
CIRCUL.lIt s.t.,,- MILL.

:MilI. They all huye ,3o-ft. Carnage, u-J. feet complete Track
Carry any size Sm\ frv:n -t-S to 60 in., and \\'ill cut from ｾ Ｎ Ｐ Ｐ Ｐ

------------
(Seeger& Guernsey1890:59)

Fig. 8. Double ｣ ｩ ｲ ｣ ｵ Ｋ ｾ ｲ saw

FIG. 7.
CIRCUL.t.l.K SA.W MILL.

This cut representsour Double Pony Mill. They all have 30-ft. Carriage, 64-feet complete Track,
t.3 Dogs, Go-feet ｾ ｬ ｡ ｩ ｮ Belt with Tightener. Carry any size ｬ ｯ ｜ ｾ Ｇ ･ ｲ Saw from 48 to 60 in., and 30-inch upperSa'
..........i will cut from 6,000 to 10,000 feet of lumber per day. 'Ve can also furnish Extra Heavy and :Mammoth C
,"t.. ＼ｾ｜ Saw Mills, which will cut from 25,000 to 50,000 feet of inch lumber per day. .

(Seeger& Guernsey1890:59)
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Fig. 16. DETAIL OF STONE CONSTRUCTION,
F3, SITE 017
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fig. 17. PLAN OF MILL BUILDING, SITE 01
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Fig. 3. STUDY AREA SHOWING FOREST TYPES AND PERIODS OF LOGGING ｾＸＷＭﾭ

(see Appendix B for explanationof forest types)
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drawn by G. Vines 1985
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Fig. 21. Charred timber, site 018

Fig. 22. Iron spike, site 018

I
I
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Fig. 23. Post hole site 018

Fig. 24. Trenches, site 018
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Fig. 25. General view looking west, to
F4, site 018

Fig. 26. Tree Ferns colonising excavation, site 017
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Fig. 27. F.1 looking S-E, site 017

Fig. 28. Saw foundationsF1 looking west, site 011

/
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Fig. 29.

206

. e base F.2,Steam engl.n ... site 011looking wee",

30 Bricks,Fig. • si'e 011
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Fig. 31. Generalview looking south, F.6 in
ｴ ｯ ｲ ･ ｾ ｲ ｯ ｵ ｮ ､ ｾ site 011

Fig. 32. F.r looking south, site 011
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Fig.33. Number of sawmills with use of tramways.

total logging dispatchwithout
mills lines lines tramways

Wombat Forest -- 109 38 34% 33 30% 11 65%,

Mt. Disappointment ,12 10 83% 11 92% 1 8%

Forest

Upper Yarra 166 141 85% 149 90% 14 8%

Forest

(source; LRRSA maps; Stamford 1984;

Houghton 1980; Alger n.d.)

Fig. 34.Average length of tramways for those sites in the

archaeologicalsample with tramways, per forest region.

Wombat forest; 9.5

Mount DisappointmentForest: 16.25

-Unner Yarra Forest: 13.2

Fig.35. Distance of sawmills to dispatchpoints and to

final markets.

Distance to nearest Distance to nearest
th"t ktdisna c nOln . mar e •

S-W Wombat 5-10 15 30 Ballarat

N-W Wombat 5-15 5-15 Daylesford, Castlemaine+31

N and N-E Wombat 5-15 11':-84 Melbourne or
Bendigo

Mt. Disappointmen

via Wondong 5-18 60-10 Melbourne

via Whittlesea 15-25 60-10 Melbourne

Upper Yarra

via Yarra Junction 5-35 15-85 Melbourne

via Warburton 5-15 15-85 Melbourne

(source: LRSSA maps; Stamford 1984;

Houghton 1980; Alger n.d.; Forest ｒ ･ ｰ ｯ ｲ ｴ ｳ ｾ
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Figs 36-8. Models of site distribution

F Og 36 Wombat modelｾ Ｎ .

-

Fig.37. Nt Disappointmentmodel

o

Fig.38. Upper Uarra model

o Final market

6 Transshipmentpoint

o sawmill

transport route
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Fig.39. Percentageof mills with each type of water supply.

permanentstream 36%

intermittent stream 52%

tank 24%

dam 16%

tank and intermittent

t
I

stream

dam and intermittent

stream

20%

16%

Fig.40. Relative occuranceof mills per terrain type.
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ｆｩｾ［ＧＮ 41. occuranceof various slope ratios at 'surveyedsites."

slope ratio no of mills %

1:4-1:5 2 8.7

1 : 6-1 : 7 7 30

1:8-1:9 7 30

1:10-1:14 5 21.6

1:15+ 2 8.7

Fig:42. Occuranceof slope ratios at surveyedsites.
7
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Fig.43. Typical cross section of terrace for sawmills
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Fig.44. ｾ ｣ ｣ ｵ ｲ ｡ ｮ ｣ ･ of geomorphologicaltypes at surveyedsite,

type Wombat Mount Upper Yarra
Disannoihtment

alluvial 55% 26% 9%

clay 22% 20% 9%

thin soil 33% 20% 18%
over rock
deep soil 22% 60% 88%

rock 0 20% 9%

Fig.45. Sizes of surveyedmill bUilding sites.
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Fig.46. Frequencyof bUilding materialsat surveyedsites

material % for all areas

stone 25

brick 75

concrete 50

wood 50

metal fittings 95

Fig.47. Plinth form of concrete foundation, stylised view.

1 metre
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Fig.48. Simple mill layout•

." ig. 49. Bpecialisedor complex mill layout.
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ｾ Direction of production flow

1 Log yard and platform for unloading

2 Log bench and carriage (setworks, log turner etc.
on complex layout)

3 Breaking down saw

4 Re-saw bench

5 Re-saw

6 Cut-off saw (optional on snatt millR)

7 Planer, trimmer etc.
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Fig.50. Range of sawmill production.
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